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THE EFFECTS OF PARKCNG ackpIROL IOL DESTINATION CHOICE. 
- P I W  STUDIES 
ITS tarking Papers are intended to povide infbnnation and 
encourage discussion on a topic in advance of formal 
publication. They represent onlythe view of the authors 
and do not necessarily reflect the views or apprwal of 
spnsors . 
Pool mst funded by the University of beds 
TURVEY; I.G. (1985) The Effects of Parking Control on 
Destination Choice - Pilot Studies. Mrking-paper-218; Institute 
for Transprt Studies; University of Leeds. 
The aim of the ~oject has been to develop a methodology to study 
the process of destinaticm choice resulting £ran clmqes in 
parking control. A nunber of alternative approaches have keen 
utilised such as 'before' and 'after' interviews &or 
questionnaires using stated ~eference techniques. These 
techniques have been piloted in £ree standing towns in the North 
of England here parking policy change has been identified as a 
possibility. Elxther stdymay be possible at these sites aver a 
p r i o d  of time using panel techniques. 
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TESTED 
In response to changes in parking controls it may be pstulated 
that the driver w i l l  al ter  his parking habits and behmriour to 
minimise the effects of such a change on himself. Changes in 
parking control which especially affect peak pericd travel; such 
as the parking location; mode chosen (Gantvmrt ; 1984) and the 
time of the t r i p  (My; 1985) are frequently analysed. Wwever ; 
other effects of chaqe such as the frequency of visi t  and the 
choice of the final destinatica; may have particular relevance to 
off peak and particularly showing journeys. There is  ofken 
concern over lost trade as a result of destination changes so 
providing bath the pressure for parking impovcments and the 
opposition to parking restrictions. Little is kmm, homer;  
about the extent to thich drivers do change destination i n  
response to changes in parking control. Such information muld 
be useful to: 
(1) Design controls M c h  avoid unnecessary adverse effects. 
(2) Assess the merits of expenditure on parking facili t ies 
designed to attract custaners. 
!W Institute for Transport Studies; funded internally by the 
University of Leeds; is involved in developing a methodology to 
stu3y such destination choice resulting f m  changes in parking 
control. Initially; it was imprtant to identify the f i r s t  and 
second order effects of a possible change in policy and to decide 
how best to measure such an effect. 
First order effects particularly relevant to peak period parking 
are: 
1 ) Changes in the parking location. 
2) Changes in the mode of travel. 
3) Changes in the timeof travel. 
4) Changes in  the frequency of visit .  
5) Changes in the choice of the final destination. 
NB: (4) and (5) are also relwant t o  off peak journeys 
(especially shopping) . 
Sec& order effects of a change of policy may be: 
1) Changes in the level of through traffic (and q e s t i o n  
effects). 
2) Changes in walk times. 
3) Changes in pedestrian vehicle conflicts. 
4) Changes in the degree of supressed demand. 
Through traffic and congestion effects alcng w i t h  the occurance 
of pedestrian-vehicle conflicts fa l l  outside the bolnds of this 
project; as do business effeets . W,wwer; as far as o f f - m  
sho~sping travel is concerned then a l l  the f i r s t  order effects may 
be identified throwh walking times and further direct interview/ 
questionnaire techniques. Such m e W s  enable sane degree of 
information to be collected regarding mrk in the CBD may h e l l  
allow identification of any business effects and changes in the 
degree of supressed demand *ere p r c e i v d  supply is exceeded by 
expressed d d  to park. 
It was ini t ial ly proposed to use a canbination of '&fore1 and 
'after'  surveys of implanented changes w i t h  purely hypothetical 
stated preference techniques. Hower; the project ms set a 
t h e  l i m i t  of 12 m t h s  for survey developnent and within this 
time contraint it wmed imp3ssible to obtain study s i te  parking 
infomtion sufficiently early to be able to plan our studies. 
A l a ;  few authorities in the mrth of hgland planned to wen 
consider parking policy chatqes within the duration of ow study 
and lack of finance and time preclded a wider search for 
suitable s i tes  wer the rest  of the country. 
1. ~dentify free standing tows in the Mrth of England a c h  
plan t o  introduce parking policy changes before September/ 
October 1985. 
2. Cbnstruct a survey instrunent to identify and attempt to 
quantify f i r s t  order effects of my change in parking 
policy; especially variations i n  destination choice. 
3. Cbndmt pilot studies using the chosen surveymethod. 
4. Carry out before and after studies in a free stark3it-g town 
vhre  a p l i y  change has taken place. 
5. M e  reccannendations for further research relwant to the 
Transport and W &search Iabratory propsed progrme of 
research into parking policy. 
6. Should time -it; Utilise survey data together w i t h  local 
authority occupar~y ard accunulation data/inventmy data to 
develop a predictive model of &ice between alternatives. 
The model to be based on time; cost and the attractiveness 
of alternative optims and to be tested a t  several 
locations. 
me mst can~gehensive source of literature references available 
is the IRRD system. A search was initiated in early October 1984 
£ran the miversity library in tm specific areas of 
Transprtation research: 
(1 ) TRAFFIC FESTRAINl' AND PARKING 
(2 ) DESPINATICN- CHOICE SLmVCIS. 
.-. .. 
The mrds or phrases underlined were the keymrds used in each 
search vhich were to appear i n  either the t i t l e  or abstract of a 
relwant article. nese  keywords were selected £ran the IRRD 
index and yielded 200 of the most recent articles; dating back to 
about 1980. 
A further manual search; back to 1976; W mde of the GLC 
AOCElWS bibliography and current transport peridicals held a t  
the WLversity of Leeds. 
Althoqh m single article was fowd bhich related directly to 
off peak changes in parking control and consequent effects cm 
destination choice; references wre  identified bhich have sane 
bearing on this project. ?he references fa l l  into 3 broad areas: 
(1 ) Traffic restraint involving parking control. 
(2) Eehavioural survey techniques. 
(3) Itdelling techniques (destination choice; parking) . 
l. 3. l TRAFFIC- RESTRAfNP ( PARKfNG) 
Delays; accidents; increased travel costs; noise; snells; dzrmqe 
t o  the urban fabric; trade loss etc. have all  been seen to 
enanate frcm increased traffic congestion (~ayne; 1984) and 
gradually there has becane a ccntmn acceptance that restraint or 
control measures m u s t  be introdwed i n  the major tow and 
cities. The tactics which may be enployed by an authority to 
control parking may be identified as those affecting cm street 
supply; off street supply in activity centres; pricirq; 
enforcement and ad jdication; fringe and corridor par3dng; and 
marketing (Direnzo; 1981). Figure 1.1 describes the methcrls that 
may be enploqed under each of these general headirqs. 
To achieve the urban goals specified by Wyne six general 
categories may 3~ ansidered %hen assessing the likely impcts of 
parking policy ( WShane; 1982) . They are: 
(A) Healthy econanic c lha te ;  and a bminess m m i t y  able to 
suppport local enploynent needs. 
(B) Wst efficient use of existing transportation; land and 
other public resources. 
(C) Ease of mability and accessibility of resources. 
(D) Equity of resource distribution and preferential allocation 
of sane resources. 
(E) ESnrirotnnental goals; especially redwed air ~ol lu t ion and 
the related goal of minimised energy consunpticn. 
(F) hhanced amenity and cultural attractiveness (pesemation 
of character). 
Typically categories (B) .and (C) tend to be those goals 
identified by the majority of transprt planners. Environnental ; 
amentiy and attractiveness related -1s are less quantifiable 
FIGURE - 1.1 P ~ ~ ~ N P N P M E a S U R E S  
SOURCE: DIREbZO (1981) 
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and rely on attitudinal and behavioural studies to demonstrate 
policy effectiveness. It is in this area of behavioural research 
particularly relating to parking policy changes that l i t t l e  is 
kmm. No stulies have been revealed; for exanple; that lcak a t  
puhlic reaction to  policy changes. An mderstanding of the 
decisionmaking process involved in deciding &ere to park and a t  
*t centre; for say a shopping trip; is imprtant in the final. 
assessnent of the validity of any parking policy. No wwk has 
been done in this area. 
Quantitative assessment of individcal prking facili t ies is m11 
docunented . Parking a t  superstores ( Aitken; 1977 ) ( ~ e l l y ,  1979 ) 
and Universities (Ratcliffe; 1985) are discussed in tenns of lmw 
best to satisfy dgnand and ways of minimising additicnal Wessure 
on the highway netwxk. Studies have also been conrlucted of 
mhcipal  parking facilites. Kmze (1981 ) carried out a study of 
the impacts of substantial parking fee increases in dbwntown 
Chicago. Ccmnuter traffic was fomd to decrease by 72% with an 
associated increase in short stay municipal parking. These 
changes in  parking patterns *re still evident 17 mths after 
the change in parking policy. hhilst it was observed that a 
substantial element of m u t e r  traffic was transferred to public 
transport no investigation was made into the parking habits of 
off peak shoppers -&m it may be assumed =re attracted to the 
centre as a direct result of the increased availability of 
spaces. The main aim of reducing peak congesticm had been 
achieved here and it was f e l t  unnecessary t o  consider wider 
implications. The respnse of the London Borough of Redbridge to 
the sane cannuter problms in the peak was to consider a tm 
fold approach (Andrews ; 1985 ) . Firstly bigger and better car 
parks a t  cannuter stations were planned. These 'gateway' car 
parks were thougM to  be £undamental in prsuading amnuter 
traffic to transfer f ran car to public transport. The second 
strand was an expnsion of an already tested parking m e  concept 
canprising -king day waiting restricticms; park* meters and 
free parking bays. Problems of cost and enforcement e r e  evident 
w i t h  hoth solutions. Wright (1982) suggests that the 
relaticmship b e t e n  enforcanent effort and driver acmpliance is 
ptential ly unstable. %en canpliance falls the traffic wardens 
need m e  time to deal w i t h  each vehicle (kecause of writing out 
a ticket). Their rate of coverage is reduced and as a result 
mm-amplying drivers are less likely to h caught. clmpliance 
falls a l i t t l e  further; and so an. !the solution in Redbridge tvas 
to adopt a t r i a l  scheme using waiting restrictions &ich oprated 
for just one hour during the middle of the day. This muld best 
s u i t  the small traffic =den h r c e  and was intended to deter 
all-day cannuter parking without seriously inconveniencirq 
residents. It was fomd that carmuters tended to respect wait* 
restrictions more than ather parkers and although intense 
enforcement was required then the ' m e '  was introduced it could 
be reduced after a matter of a few web. 
Disc m e  parking as employed in Bmogate; North Yorbhire and 
W k  City; Ireland; has advantages of being low cost; 
maintenance and vandal free and very flexible. In Cbrk; 
O'Cinneide (1977) fomd that the introdwtion of a disc system 
had the effect of reducing the volune of traffic entering the 
disc zone area because of the displacement of Long term parkers. 
Tnis increased the supply of short term spaces. Once again this 
appears to  have achieved the goals of redwing p a k  congestion 
and increasing the attractiveness of the centre to short tern 
parkers. No studies have been carried out &ich seek to exmine 
the effectiveness of such a schane when enforcgnentbreaks cbwn 
or homes Wact icab le  for m a n i c  reasons. For ccmnuter 
traffic it is largely assuned that parking restrictions of 
thatever form w i l l  lead to an increase in ridesharing or the use 
of public transport (Higgins; 1985) . For the off peak shopper 
these opticms may not be so attractive and the implicatim for 
the centre may be m e  widespread than transport related in terns 
of the impcts of redwed t r ip  making on the econanic welfare of 
the catmunity. Tnis idea is supported by Gmtvoort (1984) when 
studying the effects of a parking restraint measure on mcde 
choice. He concludes that where motorists have a public 
transport alternative; then public transport is cnly a 2nd 
choice. Ihe quality of public transport is often a deterrent to 
its use. 
~n si te  surveys of parking facili ty accunulation; ducaticm of 
stay and usage are =l1 dccunented and described in &apter 2. 
mwer  information akout the behaviour patterns of parkers 
is necessary for a detailed understanding of parking 
requirements. Pearce (1979) acknowledges that cmnnuters and 
shoppers are notoriously impatient and so speed and simplicity 
are essential elements in the design and implementation of 
questionnaires/ interviews. 'Ib supplanent ticket sales r e d s  
parkers w e  asked just tm questiuns. 
(1) tdny did you cane to ................ ? 
(2)  HOW many people cane to ................. with you? 
This enabled t r i p  purpose; nuuber of vehicles parking; duration 
of stay; occupancy of each car; occupancy of car park to be 
detewined. The technnique was designed for use in multi-storey 
car parks and achieved a t  low cost; a high response rate in 
excess of 88%. In order t o  assess the implications of possible 
 icing policies an car parking demand; relat imhips bethen 
prices and the use of the car parks wsre investigated. Fadors 
hower ,  such as i n m e  levels; local m e r c i a l  activity; car 
ownership and availability of on-street parkirg which are of 
imprtance in determining parking demand; were not m i d e r e d .  
Short term indicators such as the price of parking; petrol and 
public transport m e  used instead. Wltiple linear regression 
tests suggested that of these three the price of par- vas by 
far the most important (indeed simple linear regression of 
parking price against use was also acceptable) . As a result 
short term parking demand s h o d  a steady pxdicted grovkh of 2% 
per annun. For long tern parking denand the growth was fcar a 
forecasted increase of 30% wer the next tm years for the centre 
studied. Wwver Sturday parking ms fbmd to be less sensitive 
to price than m s  lcng term wekday parking. Assuning the sane 
inflation rate of 10%; an increase of 7% in long term parking 
denand ms expected t o  occur over the sane tm year per id .  
Another survey technique &ich aims a t  canbining traditional data 
collection with a behavioural assesment is VISTA (m VISTAPARK) ; 
a micro ccmpter based video analysis system developed by Wxkton 
Jeffreys and partners (&om; 1982). Seen as an alternative to 
conventional registration matchiq techniques 'VISAPARK' was used 
by West Sussex Cbunty Lbuncil to supplement parking inventcry 
data with classfied vehicle comts; ducation of stay data and 
behavioural infonnaticm. Ihe cost of such a system may be 
prohibitive £or me& parking survey mrk and hence the 
reliability of panel technqiues and mail return questionnaires is 
imprtant i f  a qualitative rather than quantitative assessment of 
policy change is to be made. Galin (1980) suggests that prwided 
the applied mail-return questiannaire is mainly factual and of a 
short and easy-tc-fill format; the respcnderrts form an unbiased 
sample of the ppllation surveyed. The lat ter  *uld be &ut 
three times the desired sanple of respmdents (then reminder 
letters and other 6311ow up methods are not used) . m e n n o r e  
Galin fbund that larger distribution allows late responses to be 
discarded, still resulting in  an unbiased sample. In the design 
of attitudinal or behavioural questionnaires then the m k  of 
oppenheim (1966) is foremost; especially in the emmsis placed 
on the need t o  study and control bias by canparing socio-ec~noim~ 
characteristics of respondents and the ppiLation a t  large and by 
conparing early and late resp3nses. 
Panel studies are seen by Smart (1984) as the only studies thich 
truely permit studies of individual change. They may be needed 
nut only for comting the fjseu~lncy of m e s  but also fbr 
research on the d y n d c s  and causation of relationships. Also in 
m k  carried out by Tyne and W a r  Cbunty Cbmcil in 1983 it was 
fbund that panel studies were a more econanic and accurate form 
of data collection than the usual data collection and rndelling 
techniques of the 1970's; often involving single sanple surveys; 
periodic surveys and cantinmus measurement. 
Ihe act of making a t r ip  requires the person involved to make 
several choices. For exanple; the mode of travel to use; the 
route to take and the location of the final destination. 'Ihe 
estimation of origiwdestination matrices and the simulation of 
route cb ice  are thereSore fundamental to the developent of 
conprehensive traffic managanent models. It is often difficult 
and expxsive to meesure such data and therefore a n d r  of 
estimation methods are utilised in estimating origbdestination 
flom in the peak hour fbr exmple (Brennan; 1977); or by 
simulating t r ip  choice (Wbertscm; 1984) ; cr by us* traffic 
comts (Haver; 1981 ) . C2r driver route choice has als,  been 
investigated by a n m h r  of researchers; most notably Duffel1 
(1983) vim cansidered ' rat rming '  @va~anencn in ertfordshire; 
Polak (1981) vim used simulation and gm+ techniques to predict 
route chaice and Hqwcd (1985) whD describes survey techniques 
used to assess the impct of traffic managenent measures on 
drivers route choice. On the basis that the car driver becanes a 
pdestrian d e n  he/she leaves the vehicle, and accepting that a 
pedestrian is mre  likely to choose the shortest path route for 
a t r ip  du? to the physical effbrt required d e n  walking and fever 
constraints to mxranent; the wwk of Seneviratne (1985) is 
imprtant also in the developnent of traffic managanent mcdels. 
Senwiratne analysed the factors affecting the choice of route of 
pedestrians. An understanding of pedestrian issues of this Eort 
is important in d e t e r m m  r e a m  for driver destinaticn choice 
and parking location choice relative to that final destination. 
bbertson (1979) describes how the choice of route; mode; origin 
and destination may be calculated and simulated by t r ip  
assignnent m e w s  where travellers are free to choose betmen 
alternatives. Langdon (1983) l& a t  the methods of estimating 
choice probabilities betwen multiple alternaitves and identifies 
models (such as the lcgit and multinaninal probit) bhich are 
particularly suitable. Typically route choice and origin- 
destination data is utilised in conventional transport assigment 
models. Eldin (1981) tcok this approach cne step further and 
amsidered the interaction b e t m  parking s u ~ l y ;  by type and 
location; and the vehicular traffic assigned to an urban street 
netmrk. 'Ihe model m s  strwtured to inc lde  a generalised mst 
function; route choice and traffic assignnent, and consisted of 
four zones; tm of d i c h  contain parking facili t i tes.  
Jmplanentation of the mile1 on a hypthetical netmck indicated 
that the minimun route changes according to the parki? 
managenent schane applied t o  each m. Consequently, 
significant changes are observed in tht? assigned link volune in 
tvm cases tested. Case 1 represented the current parking 
conditions d e r e  illegal parking was present du? to a wak system 
of parking control and regulation. In case 2; parking was assuned 
to be fully controlled in the tm central zones. It was suggested 
that this may be achieved by: 
(1 ) Eliminating free and illegal parking. 
(2) Increase on street meters by 75%. 
(3) Increase off street supply by 300%. 
Such attempts a t  modelling changes in parking policy are rare. 
Wdels do hower look a t  parking recpiranents; particularly a t  
centres of traffic attracticn. A parking requirenent prediction 
mcxlel; based on sho~ping centre size and car mership  in 
catckment area; has been developed and evaluated by C033 (1983) . 
A gravity mcdel was selected for dwelopnent because it could be 
easily calibrated fran survey data using multiple linear 
regression analysis. 'Ihe study conclded that there was little 
t o  justify existing parking standards. ha er it was 
deteminea that parkiq requirements appear to be w e l l  correlated 
with 'groups of shops' acting collectively althocgh such groups 
may ke mde up of single shops separated fran each other by short 
distances. Also; the variable ' gross floor area' was assessed to 
be a better predictor variable than 'effective floor area' . Codd 
goes on to identify factors; not modelled; which were having an 
effect and so helped render his model only marginally more 
accurate than the use of simple sliding scale parking standards. 
If driver choice is also to be modelled then the techniques to be 
utilised have been largely confined to the use of logit models. 
Mst practical transport modelling has used the simplified model 
approach such as the multinaninal logit model or more recently 
the ' state of the art' hierarchical lcgit  (Iatqdcn; 1983). !the 
need to supply sane behavioural simplifying assunptions has 
p e n  a more effective course here than the extended use of a 
more sophisitcated multinaninal probit which may be often 
affected by extraneous errors. Pqainst this; Bonsall (1980) 
soqht to extend the inflwnce of parking policy bzyond the minor 
role which it existed in conventional parking S-els. A 
hierarchical lcgit d e l  has proposed based on the wmk of 
Willims (1977) and Ortuzar (19DO). EBmer a 'discrete' choice 
model vas preferred as it vas better suited to the bcnched nature 
of city centre parking stock. The model output sbws b w  parking 
p l i c i e s  (such as charges; location of facilities and the spl i t  
betwen long and short stay spaces) w i l l  affect peak p e r i d  modal 
split ;  road ccs~gestion and parking capacity usage. Therehre 
fmn an input of an origin-destination matrix; a detailed netwmk 
assigment and a dynamic record of parking accunulation ws 
output. The wmk has corducted within an existing simulation- 
assigment package (SATURN) a t  the Institute for Transport 
Studies; University of Leeds (Hall; 1980). Mlst the model was 
calibrated on data which related to: duration of stay; 
preferential parking facili t ies available; timing of journeys; 
location of car park; journey distance; access to car a t  mrk and 
a nunber of uther variable no aspect of enforcement vas included 
in the model. O'Cinneide (1982) adapted the existing stage of 
parking d e l s  covering specific aspects of the park* problm 
and created a model which attempted to describe the detection and 
prosecution process defined by: 
p ( p i s h e n t )  = P (detection). P (prosecution) . P (fine) 
Inherent in  such a model; the questicm of the probability of a 
parker doing so illegally and the probability of him being 
detected in such a case; is discussed. &an this; the perceived 
risk of detection is derived and an 'aversion' (to being 
@shed) factor is calculated. 
bbst of the d e l s  outlined look a t  specific aspects of parking; 
usually for the peak pericd. Behavioural choice elanents in the 
models are restricted by the availability of data and the 
perceived need to exanine the wider issues of parking policy 
change as part of area wide traffic managment schemes. 
Furthemre the literature has not revealed any significant 
developnents in the derstanding of the relationships betwen 
off peak shopper destination-. choice and the variety of parking 
policy changes which may be implemented d e r  the guise of urban 
traffic restraint. 
1.4 (XTPLINE OF -m -REFORT 
'Ihe followiq chapters deal with: 
(I) A resume of the various methods by &ich parking data 
is collected (Chapter 2) . 
(11) A shortlist of suitable sites £or -er study and the 
proposed fonnat for further tmrk (Chapter 3 ) . 
(111) A review of the pilot studies &wt& i n  Leeds in  
1984 giving an appraisal of the formulated questions 
and an insight into the methodology adopted (Chapter 
4). 
(IV) A discwsion of the baclqrotnd to and results of 
studies carried out in Fotherhm (Chapter 5) and 
Knaresboroqh ( Chapter 6 ) . 
(V) An appraisal of survey costs and methcds of analysis 
(Chapter 7). 
(m ) Conclwions £ran the project ( Chapter 8 ) . 
( V I I )  Ffeccmendations for further tmrk (Chapter 9) . 
(~111) References. 
'Ihis section canpiles lists of references; £ran a 
nunber of subject areas; which may ke useful i n  future 
studies of this kind. 
(A) Survey design 
(B) Traffic restraint (purking) 
(C)  Parking (general) 
(D)  parking surveys 
(E) Origin/destinatim surveys 
(F) Welling techniques 
Few toms exprience no traffic congestion and car parking 
problens. Streets designed to cope w i t h  tra£fic prior to the 
motor car age now have to cater for large volunes of vekicles. 
Resultant effects influence the extent t o  whir& the motor car is 
provided for in the tom. These effects fa l l  into four areas: 
Aesthetic deterioration is often associated with parked 
vehicles and direction signs or signs £or vehicle control. 
This may cause an environmental disamenity (Homrth; 1982); 
(TEST; 1967) . 
Cmercial irrterests consider that they are directly 
affected by the parking situation and it is often regarded 
that packed kerbs are necessary visual evidence of trade 
prosperity (Weaver; 1983). The net result is  that business 
mmnmities often view parking controls w i t h  contempt. 
( 3 )  ACCESSIBILITY AND aONGESTION 
Traffic congestion is an imprtant consideraticn affecting 
the viability of any shopping centre. In direct mnflict 
to (2)  b e ;  me way of redwing wngestion is to control 
parking a t  the roadside and so enhance capacity (Aitken; 
1977 ) ; (Gillen; 1978). 
Vehicles parked a t ;  or manoe~ering into or out of; kerb 
parking spaces can he an important cause of accidents 
(Hallqist  ; 1990) ; (Todid; 1990) . 
Parking surveys are carried out in order to obtain the 
information necessary to provide an assessment of the parking 
problem in  the area(s) being studied. Types of survey fa l l  i n t o  
tw categories: parking supply and parking usage surveys (Carr; 
1979 ): 
Parking supply surveys are mcerned with obtaining detailed 
infornation regarding those on-street and off-street features 
vhich i n f l ~ n c e  the pravision of parking space; the existing 
situation w i t h  regard to parking space; and h w  it is controlled. 
'Ihere are three main inventories: 
(1) An o+street space inventory. 
(2) An off-street space inventory. 
(3) A street regulation inventcry. 
2.2 PrnEJG -USACE -sURVEPS 
The main cxmpnents are: 
- Determines where vehicles park and also the actual 
nunber parked a t  any given instant a t  a l l  
locations within the survey area. E.g. cordcm 
counts ; patrol surveys. 
(11) DURATION SURVEY (Hague; 1980) 
- Determines the length of time that vehicles are 
"stored" within the survey area. 
- lhese are the most expensive and canprehensive of 
plrldq surveys and normally involve interviewiq 
motorists a t  their place of parkiq regard*: 
o The origin of trips j u s t  cxmpleted 
o Primary destinations 
o Trip p n p s e  
Cbmntration and ducation data may als, bs collected dcnring this 
survey a l q  w i t h  perscmal particulars of the driver; e .g. sex; 
age; status; etc. 
An evalmtion of t r i p  origins and destinations i n  
relation t o  a facility enables catchnent areas to  be 
defined and sane indicaticm of parkiq denand for the 
various t r i p  purpses to be estimated. 
Origins/destinations have been estimated &an flow and 
link valunes (Bell; 1983) and by simulatiq t r i p  choice 
(Robertson; 1994) . EBwver; mare cornrentidly it is 
by household interview ( m y ;  1983) or roadside 
interview (Withriqton; 1984) that such data is 
obtained. The anphasis of such surveys has tended 
tomrd the analysis of route choice characteristics 
( ~ ~ ;  1985) ; (Fobertscn; 1979) for the car driver; 
cor the pedestrian (Seneviratne; 1985). Further 
analysis of bath modes; origins and destinations; when 
the main mode is by csr may indicate a ratia~lale by 
which changes in parking control; affecting ultimate 
activity and parking destinations; can be 
(I1 ) THE PARK AM) VISIT SURVEY (by ;  1985 ) 
The park and v i s i t  survey was designed to measure time 
spent searching for parking spaces and talking &an 
them t o  a final destinaticn. In additicn; it prwides 
a mmsure of the need to search fjor parking spaces and 
hence of the a u n t  of searching traffic; and also 
pwides  an alternative source of journey times m a 
selected route. 
(111) VEWCIE ETLlLWm SURVEY (by;  1985) 
The vehicle following survey was designed to detect 
vehicles searching 6 r  parking spaces and record the 
time which they spent doing so. It pwides  
information an the amomt of throqh traffic a t  certain 
p i n t s  and an indirect measure of travel time. 
Data £can parking surveys may be used to generate a nunber of 
parking indices £or planning and assessment pwpses. 
- 'Ihe nuober of parked vehicles in an area a t  a 
specified the. 
(11 ) PARKING VDLCME 
- The n&r of vehicles in a specified time pricd. 
The parking duration is the time a vehicle spends 
parked a t  a pr t icular  location. 
(I11 ) PARKING TLImDVER 
- The rate of use of parking spaces. 
PARKIEX; VDLCME 
mm = --. . . . . . . . . . ~. . . ------------- 
NUMBER @' SPACES 
( I V )  PARKING INDEX 
- A measure of the use of street length expessed as 
a percentage of the theoretically available 6m 
lengths of kerb space (P)  actually occupied by 
parked vehicles ( p) . 
Therefore; amventional swvey techniques explain the current 
situation and the relationship hetwen the supply of; and danancl 
.-. .. 
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£or parking spaces; a t  any one time. ?his hower; cmly 
expresses part of the werall parkirq situaticn. If the 'costs' 
of non-mpliance with m-street parking regulations are to be 
estimated then the business; emirormental; accessibility and 
accident consequences have i n  Eane way to ke measured. In mder 
to achieve this aim then origin/destinatim surveys; vehicle 
£ollot&ng and park and v i s i t  studies pxwide an assessment of the 
oorrgestion and ease of access effects associated w i t h  searching 
traffic and walk hck times. Interview: alss supply further 
behavioural and atti tdinal data which is invaluable if  a total 
view of .the plrking situatian is to te achievd. 
3. CASE'STllDIES 
3.1 sm10M-OF 'SUITABLE -SITES 
In planning a project ; mich has a maximun time constraint of 12 
months; one of the major poblens is that of obtaining 
information on intended changes in parking p l i c y  sufficiently 
early to be able to plan the ' before' surveys. Therefire ; in  
October 1984; a b u t  20 local authorities e r e  contacted in the 
North of Ehgland to determine i f  freestamling towns within their 
dcmain =re suitable for our study. The search ues limited to 
the Nor th  of Ehgland t o  minimise survey travel costs; and for the 
same reason (and to aid the analysis procedure) the ideal tom 
s was degned to be of a ppulaticm of a b u t  25;000-85;OM). 
Pppendix 3 shows the range of local autrhorities that e r e  
contaded. 
A shortlist of pss ib le  study tom vas dram up and is given in  
Table 4.1. A &llow up le t ter  was then sent to a l l  the 
authorities responsible for shortlisted towns. !the le t ter  gave a 
brief outline of the terms of reference of the project and the 
propsed timetable and stressed the need to gain the following 
data i t a s  a t  the earliest pss ib le  date: 
(1) A timetable for the introducticn of any policy changes. 
E.g. time restrictions; price control; new restraint 
measures etc. 
(2)  m r s  of spaces to ke affected in relation to the 
total  parking s w k .  
(3) Recent inventory and parking usage (cccupancy and 
accunulation) survey reports. 
(4) Evidence of past levels of activity. 
(5 ) mfomaticn relating t o  alternative parking locations. 
( 6 )  Current s i te  maps/plans. 
The response to the let ter  ues good. All the authcrrities 
concerned =re willing to discuss further the parking situaticm 
in their areas. By mid Wfmber the 13 shortlisted toms had 
been reduced t o  s ix  possible case stuly sites. Nanely: 
(1) Fatherham 
(2) Leeds 
(3 ) Castleford 
(4) Khareshoroqh 
(5 ) Harrogate 
(6 ) W e r s f i e l d  
Otley; Ilkley and Ripon mre rejected du? to the vagw mture of 
the parking policy review vhich was planned fm early 1985. 
Similarly; in York; a review of ci ty parking was p lmed  to take 
- .  
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SITE RTUATI(XU PARKING N I C I P A W  CHMCL PILOT BEFWE AFTFR PBRMCND ABRM~WD/CLWE~ CCNiACT 
DATA 
R V A W  
-, 74,730 YES INTmWcncxu OF ~ c x u  W W Y  * 
Sarm VaaYuRE PAWIS m8(5 OF W W C I  EAFtSSY 
MTiNm. 
SPRLNt 1986 
m, 84,m YES INWJWCTIaU OF * t  MIHNl * 
Sam( -IRE ~~~ ROTHUlWEl 
'587171 ..- - 
SHEFFI~D 5 1 1 W  YES ~wm.4~- i C E M R E T C O ~ .  ~SSSJMSIS 
SWIH Y W W I R E  STAY PND WTI- M SPECIFIC DATE SHEFFIDil 
STCRM UEE fOl INlROOUClICN TY7PZ 
LEDS ~0.m M C R R D P ~  t h CENFSTCOLARB. LEEDS 
WFST YLWLMIRE S C m  FwNm FUICYDRCPPED l&l% 
- 
CASlLEFCAD, 3i,H YES N k X U C T M I  OF < * IMROOWB) 1110184 R LPU M YLWLMIRE PAY .W OISFlAY W E F I K D  
SWElSMT m 1  
-mm 
IllhBLS STRIKE 
VAKEfIQD, 58,450 M CRRD PAlMINj * Rl INORePPED D R U U  
KST YLXWIRE SCHBiE FwNW WKEFIED 3im1 
k'WEWWA, 11,780 YES 1) W I M O F  DISC + t R W W  
NJrm Y W I R E  PARKIPG S W  * w m x 4 T E  
2) T(UIIS3 P W N  (T[UIlST) (6%6 
-E, %M) YES 1) W I E W  OF DISC * ASDASTCREMT lRCMmLE 
WUH Y M W I R E  PARKINi scW€ OWV 11/85 w m x 4 T E  
L ) ~ A S O A S m R E  68%6 
- - 
HDMRSFELD, ro,m YES M - POYIQE * W RBYJIW PR BW 
WSI YcwsiIRE mrma sm IN PILOT STPES URKEF1R.D 367171 
place over the next 5 years and it vas anticipated that should 
parking controls be altered; then a radical change was unlikely. 
In Ieeds and kkefield car parking schemes; proposed i5r 1985; 
met w i t h  political oppsition and so these cit ies were of l i t t l e  
£urther v a l ~  to our study. Leeds; bwzver; WBS retained as a 
possible s i te  £or pilot s t d y  mrk. In %South Yackshire both 
Barnsley and Eheffield had been potential sites for survey w k .  
'Ihe s t e k  of parking meters %as due to be vastley expanded in 
Barnsley in  mid 1985 and Eheffield expcted to adopt a p l i c y  of 
encouraging short stay and multi-storey car park use in  the city 
centre. Both schgnes %re abandoned early i n  1985 h e n  political 
and business influence was exerted to &ismurage policy refonns 
&ich may deter trips by car to the central area. 'Ihe then 
current coal miners strike had reduced travel to the centre of 
mt tow in Yorkshire; and this policy reversal was a 
reflection of the wider impacts of the miners acticn. 
Tne remaining six tow ( w i t h  the exception of beds) a l l  had 
populations b l o w  the desired maximm l i m i t  of 85;OOO. 
(A) The six selected sites for case study mrk were redwed to 
the following: 
(1) Leeds - pilot study mrk 
(2)  mtherham - 'before' and '&er1 studies 
(3) maresbroqh - before survey; tourist survey. 
In addition; FBrrogate vas retained as a possible s i te  i f  
time has available towards the end of the project. A new 
Fsda superstore dus for owing  in &tober/~av&r 1985 was 
planned to provide 200 free parking spaces close t o  the 
centre. %is muld be useful to study in terms of any r& 
location of parkers after the superstore was opened. A 
decision on Farmgate vas deferred until closer to the 
opening date. 
(B) The remaining tm tow - Huddersfield and Qstleford - were 
not stulied. Huddersfield; h e r e  no policy change ws ever 
anticipated; is still attractive as a control study si te  
pwidiing that similar case s t d y  sites can be matched 
in terms of topqraphy; dm-ography etc. hb such conditions 
existed in the remaining s t d y  areas and as the terns of 
reference really dfmand pilot w k  to develop a survey 
methodology there was l i t t l e  point in going into a large 
tow w e  plblic interest was not already aroused by an 
iminent policy change. 
In many =nays Castleard ws an ideal si te  for study. Prior 
t o  1984 parking in  the mall centre (ppulation 37;650) was 
£re. W w e r  in &tober 1984 pay and display car parks 
were intrcduced (20p per hour) and a simultaneous 
pedestrianisaticm of prt of the central area r e d ~ e d  £ree 
on street parking facili t ies by a b u t  20%. This meant a 
real redwtion of 5% LE to a 1984 spare capacity a t  p a k  
times of 15%. The introdwtion of koth schanes was tos 
early t o  permit before and after s t d i e s  by ITS. Bwwer 
retrospective p s t i m i r e s  or interview wre  discussed; 
and prwisionally timetabled &c Kt~enber 1984 and January 
1985. The effect of the miners strike an Qstleford was to 
reduce trips; especially shopping trips; to the tom centre 
by up to 50%. This deemd the p l i c y  effects negligible a t  
that time due to  the n-rs of &ee spaces still available 
cm-street . No study was therefore carried out. 
3.3 PIOJECT - TIMETABLE 
The organisation of survey mrk was planned as follow: 
FIGURE 3.1 PFOJlEC-TINETABLE 
.. .... ......... - - .................................... - 
TIME SURVEYS SURVEY 
TYPE 
.. .............................. 
1985 JANUARY 
FEBRrnY 
MARCH 
APRIL 
my 
JUNE 
JULY 
AUZST 
LEEDS PILOT S T m Y  
LEECG P I r n  STUDY 
-(BEFORE) 
COLJXCI'ION OF PARKCM2 
DATA; SELECTION OE' SITES; 
~ T E R A T I m  SEXRCEI. 
EWMWTION CF QUESTIONS. 
IrnvIEW 
QUESTIONNAIRE (RP) 
. . IWTERVC~I  PILOT S ~ V E Y S  
QUESTIONNAIRE (RP) 
1 Fummwm SURVEYS 
FINAL REIDRT/KNARESBORWQH 
..... " "  ........ 
NOTES: 
1) RP = REPLY PAID 
2) * = INPRODUePION CF NEW PNCUNG PDLICY I N  I70THERHAM 
3) A CONPINUED E F F O R T W A S ~ M L C C A T E F U R T H E R S I T E S W H E B E A ~  IN 
PARKLNG POLICY WUJLD ENRBIE E W U L  BEFORE AND AFER SPUDIES ?D BE 
CARRIED OUT. 
A questi-ire was canpiled and a series of interview were 
cmducted on Friday 8 February 1985 a t  the Schofields hdp car 
park in central Ieds. Although it was remgnised that future 
surveys wuld be caducted mainly a t  grade; the main priority 
here was to gauge plblic reacticm to specific questions and to 
identify problens in presentation and questionnaire design. 
The car park had tw advantages for pilot studies: 
(1) It is very canpact and allow easy transfer of survey 
staff b e t e n  park levels. This minimises the time 
taken to  locate and approach parking motorists. 
(2 )  It has a high tumwer of v&icles. Q1 an average 
e k d a y  afternoon a car parks w q  75 seccads . This 
determines that the intervieher can be kept involved 
for the whole of the survey period. 
Aim; being d e r  mver ; interview are not interrupted by bad 
weather and aremade more attractive to bath survey staff and the 
parking plblic. Wtorists were approached on parking or on 
returning t o  their cars in  the period 12 noon t o  4.30 pm. The 
interview b a t  is given in -ix 4 (A) . 
The same lccaticm a d  survey t i m e s  were used to distribute reply 
paid questionnaires t o  both parking and returning drivers cm 
Wnday 11 Febrmry 1985. This format involved appoaching the 
respden t  and explaining i n  a canprehetlsive yet concise my: 
(1) The objectives of the study 
(2) The involvenent of the University and ITS 
(3) How the questionnaire h u l d  be filled in and returned 
to the University. 
In addition survey staff were asked to collect information 
relating t o  vehicle typ; nunber of mupants; and time of day 
etc. (Section 1 of A p p d i x  4 (B) ) . The questi-ire hrmat 
(Secticn 2 cmwards) is given in m i x  4(B) . Ebr both the 
interview and the questionnaire reference has M e  to the parking 
locations given in Figure 4.1. 
4.3.1 m m m  ( e x c l d i g  section 3) 
&spite a l l  the advantages of using a multistorey mr park and 
the fact that parkimg vas seen as an important issue in terms of 
supply and cost; by Ieds plblic; the interview condwted were 
not a success. Of .those respondents approached cm entry to the 

car park cnly 10% mpleted the ful l  interview. 4% mpleted the 
hrll  interview when leaving the car park. In total  62% of those 
approached refused to take prt in a survey. Of the remaining 
388, 4 out of 5 decided that they did not wish  to canplete the 
interview. ALthoqh sane problems were exprienced in dealing 
w i t h  individual questions (see 4.3.3) perhaps the major factor in  
such a high failuce rate was dve to the 9.5 minute average time 
taken t o  canplete the interview. Fefusals during canpletion 
tended to occur ammd the 4 minute mark. 
kkmwledging the problm of time taken in canpleticn it was 
decided to continw intervie% cm a sectional basis to test how 
appropriate individual questions were. For each of the sections 
of questions used (Section 3; ques t im 1; 2; 4; 9; 10; 11: 
questions 1; 5; 6; 7; 8) the respnse time was 4 minutes cu less. 
As a result terminations in the middle of a sectional interview 
were reduced fran 82% t o  8.8%. 
4.3.2 REPLY PAID -QUESTIONhTAUW 
?he i n t r c d ~ t i o n  given by survey staff to respondents vhilst 
handing over a questionnaire to he returned to the University by 
'Freepst'  took approximately tw minutes to oanplete. ?his 
allows for the distribution of Mween 18 and 22 questionnaires 
per hour p r  person. 39% of the 200 questionnaires were returned 
over a period of 5 wseks (30% were returned within 2 t o  3 3 k s ) .  
In general the quality of respmse was very good. It slxmld also 
be noted; &en referring to m d i x  4(B) ; that the actual fonnat 
of the distributed questionnaires was as an A5 h k l e t .  This 
both impraved the presentation of the 'package' and aided the 
ease of distribution. ?he q u e s t i d r e  content remained the 
sane on both aunts,. Tnis A5 format was subsequently used in the 
-erham and Knaresbroqh surveys . 
Were a question is not referred to then m problems m e  
encomtered in  interpreting the respmses given. 
(1) In general the response to 'vhy have you chosen to shop in  
the centre of . . .' ; was very v q w .  Ebr exanple: ' live 
here' or 'm facili t ies '  . If a m e  ccncise answer is 
required; then a stated preference versicn using the answs 
given in this mrk as a basis £Or the formulaticm of 
options ; muld he more effective. 
(2) hhen asked 'vhy did you chose to p r k  a t  this lcoation' the 
main reply was 'nearness t o  shops'. mwwer a further 
ansher often supplied : it was the ' mst  convenient 
space' &uld be included in the list. 
(3) k h i l s t  the options given in questicm 5; 6; 7; 8; are 
canprehensive; other replies are to be expected depending on 
the centre involved. In Leeds ' search for a meter space1 
was often used as an alternative reply. It was not 
.-. . 
prceived as a variation of ' search longer for a cheaper 
space' . 
Ebr questions 5; 6; 7; 8 there was often confusion wer 'are 
there any of these options that p u  muld never consider' . 
It is difficult to jdge &an the q u e s t i d r e  i f  no 
options applied or i f  the question was not ders tcxd.  
(4) The m* question continmlly caused respondents poblems. 
Much enmuragement and pressure had to be put on the 
respondent to canplete this question in the interview 
stages. Almys the desire was for a map that tnas of a 
larger scale and hi& had shop and other land mark marked 
on. 
(5) The questions abut ualk time e r e  ell ansmred but it wis 
generally perceived that the furthest fran a location that a 
prson muld ever consider parking and valking muld be 7-10 
minutes; depending u p  terrain. 
(6) r the frequency of visi t  to a centre then the main 
difficulty arose due to people needing more divisions 
ketwen ' m e  than twice p r  wsek' and ' m e  than twice pr  
mmth' . For exanple: twice per might  is not alvays 
once per wsek. 
(7 )  There was a Icesic problem in  getting pople to give their 
hane address. None of those being in terview were willing 
to supply this informaticn and only 50% of Ulose involved in 
the reply paid survey gave a hane address. A price 
incentive by ~ i c h  a person has to give a a t a c t  address to 
qualify may resolve this problem. 
(8) Respondents are very vary of answering questicms about the 
cost of travel. lhey also tend to make wild guesses based 
seembgly cm no ratic~lal julgengrt. !!%is proved to ke a 
very t h e  consuning element of the interview fonnat. 
(9 ) Nobody indicated that they made m e  trips to the central 
area than they did 12 months ago. lhe vast majority of 
r e w e s  indicated an unchanged pattern of t r ip  maldng . Of 
those who indicated that they made less trips than 12 months 
ago; the main reason was that their children e r e  getting 
older and get fed up more easily. Hence the reducticn. 
In m n d i x  4 a nunber of maps of Leeds centre are presented to 
&W the variety of approaches that may ke used tvhen asking a 
respondent to indicate his/her t r ip  pattern c n  a mq/diagrm. 
!!%e outer l i m i t  of any map should be restricted by either the 
location of central area parking facilities and/ar the map 
distance able t o  be covered by 15 mintues walk time (hhichwer is 
the greater) . 
Fotherham; w i t h  a p3pllation of over 84; 000; is located t e l v e  
miles south of Barnsley and thirteen m i l e s  best of Emcaster to 
the muth of the mrnty of South Yorkshire. 'Ihe tom is also 
close t o  the M 1  motmmy which separates it frcm the city of 
Sheffield; six miles to the muth wst. Mrket day is m bath a 
Mcnday and a Saturday and early closing is on a Thursday. 
The tom centre is canpct and to a large extent pedestrianised 
w i t h  a l l  parking facili t ies forming a radial collar a r o d  the 
D .  Figure 5.1 show; the location of parking facili t ies.  No 
charge has ever been made in Rotherham £or on-street parking; 
but; off-street parking has been subject to a ckrarge e r  a nMber 
of years w i t h  the exception of the Main Street car park (there 
are still approximately 100 free spaces there). A nunber of car 
parks are ' short stay' with a pay and display ticket machines. 
'Ihe multi-storey c a r  park is long stay with m e  pnnit  parking 
facilities. There are 160 on-street parking spaces and 1781 off- 
street parking spacss (inclding the pfivately owed Hillards 
superstore) . Parking meters affecting the 160 on-street spaces 
e r e  introdwed i n  early April 1985 with a charge of l0p/hr. 
Table 5.1 indicates the use of the parking facili t ies fran survey 
data taken in June 1984. Ebr a typical msday in that m t h  
maximun occupamy (98%) occurred between 9.30 a .m. and 10 a .m.; 
and remained above 93 8 mtil 12 noon. Although m e  recent 
survey data was not available it was anticipated that cn days 
other than market days the n d r s  of trips (and therekre the 
nunters of parked cars) to the central area in April 1985 had 
been redwed  LE to the effects of the miners strike of the time. 

TABLE-5.1 CAR-PARHING IN-ROTHERHAM (TUESDAY 26.6.84) 
LOCATION MlMBER OF W F O L  OCCUPAEY AV. DURATION OF S'WY 
SPACES (lOmG4pn) (MINS) (lOaG4pn) 
" . . . . . . . .~. .~. . ." . . . . . .~. . . .~A--. . ---- . . - . . . . . . . . . .~. . .  
COREORATION ST 
MOORGATE 
SHIPHILL 
MARKET SQUARE 
+OTHERS 
Wl7G ON STREET: 
OFF-STREET: 
IXMCND ST 
IXMINE IANE 
(XIREORATION ST 
(-1 
CY)RPORATION ST 
( ~LIDDLE 
THE CFOFTS 
HI- 
MULTISTOREY 
+ POLICE STATION 
+ NOI(FOLK HOUSE 
TOTAL OFF STEW: 
. . . 
43 FReE 
19 FREE 
32 FRE 
2 FREE 
64 FEE 
160 SPACES 
240 25~12 hrs 
53 25p/2 hrs 
50 25p/2 hrs 
41 25p/2 hrs 
400 FREE* 
775 30p/da~ 
100 FREE 
88 25~12 hrs 
1781 SPACES 
. . .- - 
SOURCE OF DATA: RTHERWl TOWN COUNCIL; PARKING SURVEYS JUNE 1%. 
prior to the introduction of parking meters in April 1985; a 
series of interview/questionnaire surveys were carried out at the 
major on and off street parking locations surroding the tom 
centre. e i x  5( a) contains the list of questicms which were 
asked. Each survey was structured such that qyestions w e  
organised into three sections : 
(A) SMTPION 1: 
?b be cunpleted by the intervieker. Questims relate to: 
- Lky; date; time 
- Location 
- Parking type 
- Vehicle t p  
- Mmber of mupants 
(B) SEcrIoN 2: 
Initially it was envisaged that this section m d d  h 
cduz t ed  in  an on s i t e  intewiew format Wan in i t ia l  
reactim it was decided that this was not a pcactical 
propsition and this sedicn along w i t h  Section 3 was given 
out in  a reply paid format accan@ed by an an s i t e  verbal 
intrduction to  the questionnaire. Questions relate to: 
Trip plrmse 
- Trip origin 
- Duration of stay 
- Reasan for choice of location 
Frequency of t r ip  
- Variations in  t r i p  making 
- Status; bus&ld Characteristics. 
(C) SECTION 3: Reply paid a m a t .  
It was decided to ask the in terview to mnplete a Wcher 
series of reply paid questions i f  it was deemed that he/she 
ms interested in the issues raised and therefore liWey to 
return .the questiannaiw. A L25 free draw incentive was 
also used. The respnda t  was informed of the p i z e  draw a t  
the end of the questionnaire nut cn s i te  before he/she ha3 
qreed to take W e r  part in the survey. 
In fact both sections tm and three wrc mndwted in this 
hay for the majority of the survey pericd. Questions relate 
to: 
- percepticn of d k  distance/time 
- perception of journey cost 
- Alternative &ice of journey opticns given 
- v a r i a t i a  in parking policy 
- ~spondents ddress. 
A map of the central area of Wtherhan was exlosed for use in  
answring the questions about wlk distance and alternative 
parking locations. 
Four survey staff *re used each day; for three days Zran 10 am. 
t o  4 pm. 
i.e. W a y  4/3/85 (market day) 
.-. . 
%=day 5/3/85 
Wednesday 6/3/85 
%e staff viere organised such that they each covered a designated 
parking area. 
e.g.: (i) The Crofts and Exnine Iane (off street) 
(ii) %e tm car parks cn Corpraticn Street (off 
street) 
(iii) D r m c n d  Street (off street) 
( iv)  Ship Hill/khrgate and Corporation Street 
(cn street). 
After d m t i r q  surveys a t  all  these sites on the Mmday morning 
it m s  decided that the survey method owht to be revised to 
wermne the high nunbers of pople the were refusing to We 
part in the in i t ia l  interview. Also very few cars were parked 
towrds the lover end of Oorpraticn Street (koth cn and off 
street) and hence; subsequently this car park was not surveyed. 
This then enabled surveys to ke carried out a t  the long stay 
multi-storey car park (Mcnday pm.) and also at the privately 
omed Eillards superstore car p r k  (Wesday  pm.) .  
A t  the multi-storey car park another variaticn cn the survey 
meUlod W anploysd. Only section 3 of the full  
interview/questic~maire has attached with the reply paid 
envelops to the windgreens of parked cars. Table 5.2 shorn the 
distribution of questionnaires and the numbers of returns and 
refusals that a c c r d .  
CORPORATION m 
(TOP) 34 
C O R P O ~ I O N  m 
( MIDDLE ) 50 
mm LANE 53 
THE CROFTS 41 
r.l?MOM, STREET 240 
MULTI mm 7 7 5  
HILLWDS SUPERS'IY)RE 400 
O R A T I O N  Sl?RET 43 
MOORGATE 19 
SHIP HILL 3 2  
MARI(ET ST 11 
m: ** FENDAY m ONLY (mm; WPLY PAID) 
* AM ONLY (INPWVIEW + Q U E S T I O ~ R E )  
+ ~ S D A Y P M  (WREPLYPAID)  
mlloving the installation of parkitq meters and the associated 
price adjustments a t  off street car parks; a follow up suwey was 
condwted in July 1985. The mrk was carried out by an MSc 
stu3ent a t  the Institute fcxr Transprot Stulies; Uhiversity of 
Leeds and the farm of his questionnaire is given in Appendix 
5(B). Of those respondents cjbr, indicated their address on the 
orgiml s m e y  fo~ms; then one hundred bere sent the after 
questionnaire and a reply paid emrelop. Further details of the 
survey and the use of this panel technique are given in the 
student' s dissertation (Raine ; 1985 ) . 
1069 questionnaires were distributed during the three survey 
days. 34.5% of these were returned as canplete. %is figure may 
have been inflated had the prformance of the interview and 
windscreen distribution methods been higher. QiLy 16% of the 
questionnaires attached to windsreens in the multi-storey car 
park were returned; often poorly andor partially canpleted. In 
the interview situation the refusal rate cn approach trkis 40%. Of 
the rest cmly 53% ccmpleted that was a six minute interview. 
Wan the 369 returns (56% were ccmpleted by male drivers) ; it has 
revealed that 76% of trips t o  a l l  central area car parks had 
originated fran e r  pstal districts. 15% came &an 
Sheffield. %en asked £or a reascpl for the choice of parking 
lccation 36% gave 'nearness to shops' as the main issue with 
'ease of access' (26%) seccnd. 'Availability of spaces' was 
cited by 12% of respondents. 55% of parkers stayed for less than 
one hour and 85% stayr?d less than tm hours. 75% of r e s m e n t s  
said that they visited the centre a t  least twice p r  week. men 
asked i f  parking caulitions in Merham had dmqed over recent 
years; 27% said yes; conditions had impovd. 35% said 
ccnditiasls had deteriorated. mere a r e s m e n t  was wham with 
his/& parking location and an alternative nme desirable 
facility was indicated; the major reasons for not mcxri tq  to the 
la t ter  were 'too exps ive '  (12%) d 'm spaces available' 
(22%). Respcndents were largely cmly prepared t o  walk for 15 
minutes fran their wkiq location to final destination. Qlly 
7% of respadents muld be prepared to walk further. 
The mctions to kiq asked the cost of the current t r ip  were 
varied; 32% refused t o  answer the questicn. 17% failed to 
inclule the cost of petrol in their ini t ial  estimation and +his 
accounts £or the cost variations which range &an lp  t o  £30. 
men faced with the stated preference questicms that dealt with 
future restrictions to parkitq in the centre of Ibtherham; 
responses e r e  good. A doubling of the prking cost a t  a 
particular locatim muld result in 24% paying the increased 
cost; 29% searching for a cheaper alternative and 24% prrking 
further fran the centre and mlking in. Cnly 7% would mnsider 
visiting another centre. 
a one hundred of the original respndeats selected to t a e  
part in  the after stuiy; 61 replied to the p s t a l  questionnaire. 
Table 5.3 smar i ses  their responses :- 
(A) PARK AT ALTERWTIVE LaCATION 
P A R K r n S A M E ~ O N  
(B) VISIT TCkJN m LESS WTEN 
NO I N  FF3QUEEY OF VISIT 
(C) VISIT AJAERNATIVE c2mrR.E M m  wTE!N 
VISIT ALTERJGlTIVE  LESS OFTEN 
mcHmGE 
....................................... . -  ........... 
Fran these results it can ke noted thta although over 80% of 
responaents have been totally unaffected by the intrducticm of 
-king meters; in  their t r ip  making habits; a nunber of 
respmdeats may have altered their frequency of t r ip  makiq to 
the central area of Fatherham. The reason for this may involve 
elements of shopping choice rather than just the effects of 
wkiq control. Qle obvious effect is that the intrcdmtim of 
parking meters has not increased t r ip  making to the centre. 
Further than this it is difficult to cunplre the expessed 
reactions of resp-dants in the before s t a y  with the follow up 
questionnaire 'actual' reactions because simply the p l i c y  
charges implemented do not canpare on a scale w i t h  the state3 
pceference opticm offered in the former case. The lack of 
interest in parking p l i c y  charges as an issue to users of the 
central area is alss reflected by the low (61%) resp3nse rate to 
the follow up stuiy. 
Of the alternative centres; Sheffield (34%); D3ncaster (14%); 
Wcorksop (14%); W t b y  (5%) and Barnsley (2%) were the main 
alternatives. H o w e r  the Psda superstore to the South E;rst of 
the Wtherhm centre was also given as a pssible alternative fm 
shosirq by 13% of respondents. Should the gresent space not be 
available 55% of respndents indicated that t k y  muld be willing 
to search for an alternative central space. 26% said that they 
wuld be likely to park further &an the centre and walk in. 
Pqain; 7% of respnderrts exwessed the view; that given such an 
option then they muld be likely to transfer to another centre. 
If parking prices througbut the centre of IdDtherhmn were &&led 
then the percentage of drivers likely to seek an alternative t r ip  
location increased to 13%. 26% were willing to pay the 
additioml cost and 34% thoqht that they may attenpt to find a 
cheaper nm central space. Given a major restrictim of spaces 
w i t h i n  the centre 21% of resmdents muld go elsehere; 23% 
muld search for a space i n  the centre ard 31% would park *er 
frcan the centre and halk in. 
Ebr a l l  the questions relating to potential parking restrictions 
then a chatqe of mode; especially to bus; has not a favourable 
option. 28% of respndents identified park and ride as an opticbl 
that they muld not consider. 
The introdmticm of a ' p i z e  drawa if the respndent canpleted 
the full questionnaire/interview did not increase the total 
percentage of returns. However the nunber of prsons giv* 
their hane address; and therefore enabling us to emtact than  in 
the future rose by 15% anpred  to the Ieeds pilot surveys. 
Knaresborough is situated 19 miles north of Leeds and in the 
aunty of North Yorkshire. York l ies  17 miles to the east and 
Hamagate 3 miles to the wst. Other surromding toms inclde  
Wetht?rby; Rim and Boroughbridge. Kmretjbom~h is a snall 
market tom with a p3piLaticn of 11; 780 and; during the smer 
months especially; is a tourist centre attracting people to the 
castle ruins and gardens; river and markets. The cattle market 
is held on a Thursday and the central market cn a Wednesday. 
Early closing is %usday. 
'Ihe central area has a nunber of parking facilities; mostly off 
street; each having different recpirenents £ran the others. 
Figure 6.1 show the lccation of the csntral area rar parks. The 
main facili t ies are: 
(1) Wket  Place 
(2) Yak Place 
(3 ) Fisher Street 
(4) Castleyard 
W e  6.1 a lm describes the distribution of parking spaces a t  
these and other on and off street facilities. 
A survey of parkitq cxmd~ted by the cowcil of the Borough of 
Harrogate fomd that in  the central area bmded by High street/ 
Gracious Street and Cheapside; prkiq spaces *rated at;  or 
very close tomaxhun capacity througbut the survey. Parkirq in  
this area is confined to the disc zone; Fisher Street car park 
and Castleyard; and w i t h  the excepticm of the la t ter  is 
controlled parking. The total nunber of vehicles recorded in  
this area during the four days of the survey was 6160; 88% of 
bhich parked for a p r iod  up to 2 hours; 3.5% fir 8 burs or nure 
and an even distributicn of the renainder parking betwen these 
limits in Fisher Street car park and Qstleyard. 
North of the High Street is restricted to uncontrolled on-street 
parkirq and suffers fran an averspill of short stay parkers firan 
the central area. Of the total nuinber of vehicles recorded in 
this area 76% parked for 2 hours or less and 5% ibr 8 b u r s  or 
more. Data obtained for this area slu>ws a significant influence 
of the market day traffic - w i t h  an increase in the nunber of 
parked vehicles of the order of 50%. Similar f indiqs occm £or 
the mcnrtrolled cm-street parking east of Wacious Street. The 
Ymk Street car park tends to be utilised by visitors/tourists, 
mainly on Wednesday and was inclded in our suweys. The same is 
true of the Ccnyqhrm &ll/~aterside car parks but to a lesser 
extent. For exanfle, the p a k  average mupancy &served a t  
Canytghan I -h l l  in the 1984 aunci l  sunrey was 6 cars (m 
Saturday), vhich canpred to its total capacity of 450 cars is 
insignificant. Ebr this reason the Ccnytghan Hall/~aterside car 
parks were only studied in our August 1985 surveys vhich wre  
- 
aimd a t  identifying tomist  i n f l ~ n c e s  within the tom. W l e  
6.2 inaicates the main f indiqs  of the 1984 Buncil surveys in 
terms of car park m q a n c y  levels. 
The Institute fcat Wansp r t  Stuflies carried out t m  stuflies in  
the centre of Kharesborough in m e  and August 1985 pranpted by 
the likelihccd of a loaal authority rwiew of the current disc 
and pay prking controls in  an attempt to: 
(1) Mke mme effective the control of the disc areas 
(2)  Control central area averspill 
(3) Cater better for tourists in peak seascn (through 
k t t e r  signing) . 
The ITS surveys were hybrids of the reply paid questionnaire 
format used in Rkherhm with the Jme 1985 back lmking a t  
destinaticm ckoice i n  the central area and the Awgust 1985 
interviews based m the sane questionnaire but targeted a t  
tourists and not residents. 
SPACES c o r n  
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YORK m C E  
FISHER STREET 
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CASTELYARD 
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CARS 
PER SPACE 
PER DAY 
8.26 
- 
10.02 
10.84 
2.74 
2.69 
3.06 
2.97 
1.89 
2.24 
2.44 
2.37 
0.09 
0.27 
0.15 
0.20 
0.01 
0.04 
0.01 
0.07 
MAX 
NO.OF 
SPACES 
70 
118 
86 
240 
450 
CAR PARK 
i 
I 
MARKET 
PLACE 
t DISC1 
FISHER 
STREET 
i 
CASTLEYARO 
YORK 
PLACE 
CONYNWfl 
HALL 
OAY 
OF 
SURVEY 
TUES 
WE0 
FRI 
SAT 
.. 
TUES 
WE0 
FRI 
SAT 
TUES 
WED 
FRI 
SAT 
TUES 
WED 
FRI 
SAT 
TUES 
WE0 
FRI 
SAT 
AVERAGE OCCUPANCY 
PERIOD 
08.30 - 19.00 
55.9 (80%) 
- 
67.0 (96%) 
67.2 (96%) 
91.7 (78%) 
97.4 (82%) 
98.7 (8421 
90.3 (76%1 
: 67.2 (78%) 
76.4 (8921 
69.5 (8121 
63.3 (74%) 
4.8 (2%) 
16.0 (7%) 
9 9 2  (421 
9.8 (4%) 
1.6 (0.4%) 
3.9 [0.8%1 
[0.3%1 
4.1 [0.9%1 
.- -- 
I 
AVERAGE OCCUPANCY 
PER100 
10.30 - 14.30 
66.1 (94%) 
- 
72.5 (103%1 
73 (104%1 
103.4 (87%) 
118.0 (100%1 
113.0 (96%) 
107.6 (9121 
78.0 (91%) 
81.4 t95%1 I 
75.6 (88%) 
73.4 [€IS%) i 
4.4 (24.1 
18.6 (8%) 
10.6 (4%) I I 
13.0 (5%) I 
2.2[0.5%1 1 
5.0(1.1%1 
1.6(0.4%1 
6.0(1.3%1 
. - - -- -- - - 
I 
m pize draw was offered i n  any of the I(haresboroqh surveys and 
the fomat ms  generally that of the reply paid questionnaire 
version used i n  Fatherham. Several changes wre  S e e  to question 
content and presentation and these are given in Apperdix 6(A). 
Homer three versions of the questionnaire e r e  given out i n  
randan order. The lat ter  tm e r e  derivatives of the fomer and 
involved changing the meq question (15) in version 2 and als, 
reversing the order of the options given i n  Q11 to Q14 in version 
3. A total of 1092 questionnaires e r e  given out; of t&ich 595 
were versicn 1; 299 here version 2 and 198 e r e  version 3. 
Three s w e y  staff were used to distribute the questicmnaires a t  
the off street car parks. m e l y  York Plaa.? ; Fisher Street and 
Castle Yard. W further prsons covered the disc parking area 
of the market square (except Wdnesday); and the on street 
parking facilities. The suwey took place on lWsday; hk.dnesday 
and Friday; the 18; 19 and 21st  June 1985. £ran 10 am. t o  4 pm. 
A brief irrtrcdmtion was given to each respondent vhilst handing 
out the questionnaire and an entry was made on a separate sheet 
regarding locaticn; parking ; t p  ; time; nurilcer of occupants; sex 
of driver; etc. 
It was noted dwing the main surveys that Knaresborough was a 
tourist centre; especially during the smer months; and that 
specific car parks were frequented byvisitors to the tom. In a 
one day sunrey d u c t e d  on Wednesday 21st  August 1985; tourists 
e r e  approached a t  the York Place and Cbnymjham B11 car p k s  
and an on s i t e  interview tcok place which was constructed as a 
short version of the pevious questionnaire and aimed purely a t  
visitors to the tom. ?he interviewer asked the res-ent i f  
he/she was a visitor/resident to the area. If they wsre of the 
fomer he w a t  on: 
(1) my have you h s e n  to vis i t  Kharesbomqh tcday? 
(2) Wy have you chosen to park a t  this location today? 
(3) Have U planned your t r ip  to and route a r o d  
Knaresbroqh? 
(4) How far i n  terms of walk time are you willing to park fran 
the facili t ies that you wish to visit? 
(5) that would you have done i f  wkiq charges had been &&led? 
(6) What muld you have done i f  a space had not been available 
here? 
(7 ) Wat muld you have done i f  changes in Kharesboroqh e r e  
i n t r o a d  a t  a l l  car parks? 
(8) Wat muld you have done i f  there was a major restriction of 
parking spaces thmqhout Kharesbaroqh? 
(9) Status 
(10) Age. 
The interviewx als3 wllected data relating to sex of driver; 
nunber of occupants; lccaticn; parking t p  etc and then tent on 
t o  ask the abwe questions 'open ended'. The questions were kept 
as short as wssible so that the dwation of the interview muld 
ke less than 15 minutes. No map question was included to avoid 
confusion and time delays incurred by the respondent trying to 
interpret the map. Fran the main suweys it had lxrcane wident 
that tourists had l i t t l e  knowledge of street patterns ar terrain. 
The interviews tcok place between 10 a m. and 3.30 p m. using cne 
survey person a t  each car w k .  mix 6 (B) describes the 
intewiew f o m t .  
40% of the questionnaires here returned by 12/7/85 (three veeks 
after the canpletion of the survey); with the distribution 
amargst the 3 versi~ns used being: 
o Versicn 1 39% 
o Version 2 (Version 1 w i t h  new 'map' cpestion) 45% 
o Version 3 (Versicn 2 w i t h  rwersal of options 35% 
in 611414 ) . 
Ran the W l e  survey there were only 31 refusals. This gives 
the total nunber of approaches to the plblic as 1123 and makes 
the percentage of returns fran apprcaches 38%. Ihe percentage of 
refusals £ran approaches is just under 3%. 
88% of the questi&res were handed out cn car entry to car 
parks/parkiq facili t ies.  Of the total; 61% of questiannaires 
bere handed t o  drivers t&o were male. 
Table 6.3 show the distributicn of the qs t i cnna i re  by day; 
parking lcxaticn; parking t p ;  n m b r  of occupants in the car 
and sex. 
mble 6.4 +m how the three versions of the c p e s t i m i r e  were 
distributed. 
Table 6.5 gives car occupancy data for the vehicles t&ich were 
appraoched during the comse of the stay. This shows that on 
market days car cccpncy may ke expcted to be 18% higher than 
on the highest other heekday. 
52% of those parking a r o d  the central area gave the reason hr  
their choice as the 'nearness to shops' . m y  9% stated that 
they aould always find places available. %is reflects Iwth the 
denand for parking spaces in the central area and also the 
willingness to  search &r spaces. 56% of all prkers  typically 
stay for less than 1 hour w i t h  18% s tay iq  in excess of 2 hours. 
33% visit  Kharesboroqh a t  least twice a wsek. 
Wen asked i f  there were other car parks that the driver muld 
like to use; 73% said yes w i t h  68% indicating that the market 
place wuld be their ideal locaticn. The main reason fbr not 
using this £acility was that it was aluays full (43%). !he l i m i t  
h idking to the centre £ran a parking lccaticn appears to be 
15 minutes - cnly 5% of respndents wuld be willirq to d k  
further. 
men asked about their reacticns to changes in parking p l i c y  
cnly 28 out of 430 respcndents (7%) indicated that they would 
mider  either parking £urther £ran the centre and catching a 
bus; v i s i t  another centre by bus cr change their means of 
transport but still visi t  Knaresborough. Wnen given the option 
of parking costs doubling 17.6% were w i l l i n g  to pry the 
increased cost; 21% peferred to search for a cheaper space in 
the centre and 37.6% said that they wuld divert to another 
centre. Alternative centres are typically: Harrogate (62%) ;
Ripon (10%) ; Boroughbridge (9%) ; y a k  (9%) ; and Wetherby (9%) . 
I£ no space had been available a t  the pr t icular  location in  
question 44.5% were willing to search hr a vacant spa=. 32.8% 
muld be willing to park further &an the centre and walk in and 
13% of drivers would go elsewhere. 
Given a doubling of parking chargs througbut the centre of 
Knaresborough then the nunber of drivers willing to go elsehere 
vias seen to m e  than double to 27%. Cnly 14% were willing to 
pay the increased price. 38.3% said that they wuld search fm a 
cheaper non central parking space. Fbr the final opticn of a 
major restrictim in parking facili t ies in the centre of 
Knaresborough; again 27% of drivers expessed a pceference to go 
t o  an alternative centre. 32% wsuld be willing to search for a 
cheaper non central space and walk into the tom and 24.6% would 
still wish to search for a longer period in an attgnpt to find a 
central parking space. 
Therefore kan the survey it wuld seem that betwen 13% and 27% 
wuld be likely to c-e f i m l  destinations; depending m the 
severity of the restri.cti.cn impsed on parking in the centre of 
Knaresborough. It appears that those willing to search tin a 
cheaper alternative e r e  the drivers h o  muld chose to m e  to 
the alternative centre (rather than t b s e  chmsing to park 
further £ran the centre and walk in) as greater restricticns are 
impsed. 
YORK PIACE 200 (17.8) 194 (17.8) NOT FRIlXY 
FISHER STRECT 382 (34.0) 372 (34.1) 
MWmT mACE 430 (38.3) 421 (38.6) NOT WEONeSWY 
CASTLEYARD 93 (8.3) 87 (8.0) 
PARK WW 16 (1.4) 16 (1.5) 
CHWPSIDE 2 (0.2) 2 (0.2) 
. . 
- 
rmaL 1123 1092 
(3) BY'PEIRKIPJG-TYPE! 
OFF STREGP Elm3 392 (34.9) 
CFF STREET PAY 300 (26.7) 
ON STREET DISC 431 (38.4) 
(5) BY-SEX 
TABLE 6.4 DISTFiIWIEN-EF -W-3 ~ F & f ~ - E F - f K - ~ T f ~ I F E  
M Y  T L E m Y  w2YE'XHY FRIDAY 
WSTIOErN4IKE TYPE (1) (2) (3) T (1) (2) (3) T (1) (2) (3) T 
PARKIN; LOCATION 
................................................................ 
* YCRK FLAa (FRET) 22 9 6 - 37 89 &E 20 157 
- -- 
FIstER STFIEET (FRET) 46 28 14 88 86 45 23 154 62 32 36 1 M  
m E Y m  (FRET) XI 11 9 50 22 10 5 37 
PARK RCW (FRET) 11 3 2 16 
M T  F L E  (DISC) 119 61 33 213 107 51 50 208 
aEAPsICE (DISC) 1 l 2 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . .  
TOTPL FREE 98 48 29 175 33 13 7 53 62 32 36 130 
TOTPL PAY 175 93 43 311 
m P L  DISC 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
119 61 33 213 1 1 2 1 0 7 5 1  50 208 
TOTPL 217 109 62 388 209 106 50 366 169 83 86 338 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  . . 
W: * PAY CN hECNSDAY 
(1) MRSION l 
(2) VERSION 1 + DIFFERENT W GCESTICN 
(3) MRSION 2 + fiEMRSED Q11-14 
T SLBTOTPL 
595 DISTRIWED 
299 DISTRIBUTED 
198 DISTRIBUTED 
( a) TUES~Y WE~RTES~Y mrny 
CCCWAKY M F T  M M T  M F T  
.................................................................... ................. 
m: M MAZE 
F  F- 
T  TOTAL 
(B) H . ;  EERSONSVISITNG~CWTRE IN SWWYED CARS: 
TUESrnY WEDNESrAY F'RIrAY 
CCCWmY M F T  M F  T  M F T  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ........ 
AV. NO. PERSONS/ 1.62 1.98 1.53 
VEKCCIE 
.............................................................................................. 
Within the analysis of the 436 full  returns fran the 
Knaresborough study it m s  also possible to observe the effects 
of varying the m r w  of the stated preference and map 
questions. 35% of questionnaires containing a different &ing 
of the stated preference questions wre  returned and 45% of the 
questicPlnaires w i t h  an alternative map question were canpleted in  
fu l l  and returned in the pst paid ernrelops. 
Within the main survey 198 out of 1092 distributed questionnaires 
had the order of the discrete options presented in each of 4 
questioos; looking a t  the effects of potential changes in 
parking policy; reversed. The aim was to assess the extent to 
&ich option mder affected the respondents expessed reaction to 
chaqe. It appears fran our results that swh a change of 
question fonnat has no effect m expessed reactions. Table 6.6 
canpares the views expressed by respmdents £or the relevant 
questicns for b t h  version 1 and 2; and version 3 of the 
q u e s t i d r e .  None of the changes were significant and 
variations i n  response may in  m e  my ke attributed to the 
variation i n  sanple sizes used e.g. versicn 1 + 2; 894 
questionnaires (366 replies) ; version 3; 198 questionnaires (70 
replies). 
wily; there ms m charge in the reaction that few w p l e  
(less than 7%) muld consider using bus either to park further 
*cm the centre and ride in; m to visi t  Knaresborough or anather 
centre. A l t b q h  no respcndent in version 3 of the questionnaire 
specified York or Wetherby as an alternative centre for Sh01;pirq; 
Brrogate (75%) ; Borougaridge (14%) and Rim (10%) were a l l  
quoted by roughly the sane pop r t i on  of drivers as in the other 
replies. 
(2 ) M4P'QUESTIONS 
The tw vesioos of the map question m of the form: 
( A )  Please mark on the map w i t h  a (X) the furthest £ran * (the 
places that you have visited i n  Knaresboroqh today) that 
you wuld ever consider parking. 
(B) Please draw a bomdary line a i c h  enclpses all  the furthest 
points £ran * (the places that you have visited in 
Knaresboroqh today) that you muld ever ocnsider parking. 
Version (A) ms used i n  793 out of fhe 1092 q u e s t i d r e s  
distributed. In analysis the distance k t m n  the west 
parking location and final destination was measured. This gave a 
rarqe of d k i n g  distances of b t w e n  100 yds and 1.4 miles fbr 
the version (A) and 250 y3s t o  1.8 m i l e s  fm version ( B ) .  
Perception of time taken to walk these distances ms  alsc, greater 
for version (B) .  Table 6.7 sbws canparative results. 
TABLE 6.6 COMPARISON OF STATED PREFERENCE RESPONSE ( X  RESPONSE) 
CHANGE OF POLICY DOUBLING OF PARKING NO SPACES DOUBLING OF MAJOR RESTRI 
QUESTION FEE AT LOCATION AVAILABE AT PARKING FEE ALL OF SPACES 
LOCATION OVER KNARESBOROUGH KNARESBOR 
RESPONSE VERSION VERSION VERSION VERSION VERSION VERSION VERSION VER 
1, 2 3 1, 2 3 1, 2 3 1, 2 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
PAY INCREASED PRICE 
SEARCH LONGER FOR A 
CENTRAL SPACE 
PARK FURTHER FROM THE 
CENTRE AND WALK I N  3 8  39 
V I S I T  ANOTHER CENTRE 
BY CAR 
TABLE -6 : 7 CCP1mSON-W -WArK-TIMES"FRCEII-PABTCTNG-~TIOLB-TO 
FIN?u,-DESPImTIoN (% RESEONIIEPIPPS) 
W TIME (MINUTES) VERSICN (A) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
VERSICN (B) 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  
- 
AltlY3a~h the differences in perceived walk times are mt 
significant it is interesting to note that in general; version 
(B) ; the bomdary line m e W ;  gave longer walk distances. 
Cbrrespndingly respxdents of the version (B) p s t i a n s  als,  
tended towads longer perceived talk times. %at is not clear is 
to at extent the perception of time to walk a map distance is 
related to hwledqe of terrain or individual motivation and 
constraints (available time; degree of baggage; pesence of 
children &c). F'run a survey viewpoint it is easier to 
inteqret  the version (A) cpstions &ere an actual pwking 
location has been identified. lhis avoids having to make value 
jlxlgenents as to the validity of sectims of any bmdary line. 
Bwwer; the res-ent may prefer the la t ter  approach. It is 
quicker to anser  and results in an &ious visual inysct. Ebr 
these reasons it is difficult  t o  assess the benefit of the tm 
methods. A person with a g& knowldge of the area muld quite 
easily cope w i t h  versian (A).  A tourist would struggle. It is 
rnclear as to &ether the version (B) bomdary line ap~noach 
would be any better answered by a visitor t o  an area; vim did raot 
have a conpehensive Icnodedge of either local £acilities or 
terrain. Perhaps the answer is t o  supply a good qudlity map 
indicating on it parking facili t ies and l-ks very clearly. 
Then it should ice pss ib le  to uti l ise  the version (A) questions. 
The tourist interview a t  Cbnyingham &l1 and York Place took 
approximately 6 minutes to cad& and this resulted in tm 
refusals during the course of an interview. 8 other approaches 
w e  rejected prior to  the start of an interview. 'Ilzis 13% 
refusal rate was mmh lover than that exprienced in btherhmn 
and was due to  tm factors: 
(1) The interview vas of a shorter duration with concise 
questions. 
(2)  Respndents ware all tourists W generally had more 
time a t  their d i spsa l  to  answer questions; than did 
sho@rs W were pss ib ly  returning to mrk or 9% 
t o  pick up the children etc. 
55% of respndents mt to Kharesbomwh to visi t  the market and 
cited their choice of parking location as either ' the f i r s t  seen' 
(31%) or 'no room elsethere' (38%). 93% of tourists indicated 
that they muld not be willing t o  walk for more than 10 minutes 
&an a p r k i n g  space to their desired destinatian. This is mwh 
less than respmdents in the main survey. Ihe majority of 
tourists had l i t t l e  idea of the location of prkitg facili t ies.  
It is therefore surprising that 51% of them said that this was a t  
least their fourth visi t  to the centre. As tourists the &ice 
of visiting an alternative cerrtre given stated parking corrtraints 
has not attractive. Rather  than go elsethere a tourist ms  m e  
likely not to make the journey a t  a l l  i f  he/she had prior 
knowledge of high parkiq msts or difficulties in parking. If 
the parking cast was doubled a t  a particular facility d y  14% 
muld not have mne to Rmresboro~qh. 81% would have searched 
and parked elsethere. If charges were increased a t  a l l  car parks 
in the centre then 50% of respondents muld not have n&e the 
trip.  20%. muld pay the increased mst and 7% muld search £or 
a m central cheapsr space. If fa& w i t h  a restriction of 
parking availability in Knaresborough then 56% muld nut have 
decided to visi t  the centre. 27% would still have cane and muld 
have searched for a space w i t h i n  10 minutes walk of the market 
square. 10% may have decided to visi t  another centre such as 
Harrogate. 
Therefore; for a tourist; the main aim of visiting Knaresfx,rough 
has to see the market. They %re mast likely to park a t  the 
f i r s t  available space that they saw; wen i f  this involved sane 
searching. If faced w i t h  parking pcoblens vhich they had prior 
?unwledge of; they were more likely to ahndcm the t r i p  rather 
than go to an alternative tom. 
Bch of the survey methods tested have vary iq  associated costs 
tJnich are useful for canpariscm purposes. 
(A) Assume 1000 questiannaires are ~ i n t e d  and that  the resmnse 
rate is expected to ke 35%; 40% or  45%; i.e. 350; 400; 450 
returns respectively. !these 3 v a l ~ s  will  be the c r i t e r ia  
against hich  th is  methad is assessed. 
(B) PrnIIG 
A4 miginals redwed to A5; stapled 
and collated into an 8 page hcoklet 
(1000 minimun) (l ) Rank Zerox Z141.00 
( ( 2 )  I.T.S. d90.03*) 
NB: * 2@ per booklet X 1000 = B00 
+ 3 person days to collate = £90 
(C) P ~ I N G  OF ERONT PACE WTA !%EETS 
A4 (5p) X 1000 = S O  
(D) EMIEIX)PES (A51 
p r  1000 
+ c o l l a t i q  (1 day) 
(E) FREEPOGT 
2nd class m a i l  ( 1 3 ~ )  plus 1/2p 
fee per return 
I f :  350 returns = 13.5 X 350 = 
400 returns = 13.5 X 400 = 
450 =turns = 13.5 X 450 = 
(F) STAEF 
%ply paid questionnaires are able to lz 
distributed @ 15/hour 
. . 1000 12 person days @ ~ / l - o u r  
(12 X Zl5) + (63 lLm& hour X 12) 
= S216 = d16.00 
(G) 
For iztm 4 and 6 survey staff  wer the 
required period of 2-3 days a t  sites up to 
30 miles away 
Assme: 800.00 
(H) MIS-US 
~ t a t i m e r y ;  pens; c l i p  h r d s ;  l e t t e r s  of 
authority; jackets etc Ll5.00 
NB: 1 person day = 9.363.30 with 1 b u r  l h .  
This versicm of the interview is designed to yield the same 
vdune of data as the reply and questicmnaire. 
(A) PRINTING 
8 sheets X 350 required X 5p = 
8 sheets 400 required X 5p = 
8 sheets 450 required X 5p = 
(B) PRINTING OF FFOiW LN'A SHEET 
350 X 5p = 
400 X 5p = 
450 X 5p = 
(C) COWTING;  SlWLING 
2 person days = 2 X £30 = 
(E) STAFF 
Assume that interview; of this length can k 
carried out a t  the rate of 4 per buc: 
. . 350 returns will take agprox. 17.5 person days = $315.00 
400 returns w i l l  take a p p x .  20.0 persm days = £360.00 
450 returns w i l l  take approx. 22.5person days = £405.00 
This versim of the interview takes the basic questiapls and 
ignores the more time consuning elements. As a result the 
questionnaire length and respmse time is redeed. 
(A) PRINTING 
2 sheets X 5p = 10 X 350 = 
10 X 400 = 
10 X 450 = 
(B) PRINTING OF E3ONT DATA SHEET 
5 X 350 = 
5 x m =  
5 X 450 = 
(c) COLLATING/SWPLING 
1 person day = 
(D) mm 
As before 
(E) STAFF 
Assume that interview of this %m can ke 
carried out at the rate of 8/hr 
. . 350 returns wi l l  take approx. 8.75 person days = 2957. 50 
400 returns w i l l  take approx. 10 perm days = S180.00 
450 returns wi l l  take approx. U.25 person days = £202.53 
(F) M I D U S  
As kefore 
Assune 20% returns (-eh; 1973) 
(A) LONG VERSION (as A5 reply and questionnaire b l d e t )  
(I) PRINTING 
. . 2000 questionnaires wil l  yield 350 1 
450 returns 
(III ) POSTAGE our 
2000 X 13 = 
( I V )  POS?IAGE IN (FREERXI') 
350 X 13.5 = 
400 X 13.5 = 
450 X 13.5 = 
(V) COLZATING 
1 person day = 
(B) SEDW VERSION (as short interview) 
(I) PRINTING 
2000 X 2 X 5p = 
AS (A) (111) POSTAGE OVP 
(N) POSTAGE IN 
(V) COLTATING 
2 person days 
1. mPLY PAID WESTIONNAIRZ 
2. m m m m  
3. SHOW 1NTERmm 
4. POSTAL BUESTIONNAIRE - LONG 
5. WSTAL QUESTI0NN.U~ L SHORT 
- . - . .. .. - .. - - - . . - .. - . . - - .. - . . - - - - - .. - . . .. 
The reply paid questionnaire canpared to the long interview has 
advantages in terms of cost and als3 in  terms of the volune of 
occuparcy data which may be collected on site at  the time of the 
survey. It is rmly i f  few questions need to be asked that the 
interview technique is of value; and i f  the interview takes M 
more than 5-6 minutes. The pstal questionnaire does mt yield 
any on s i t e  information and hence only becanes of value in panel 
studies &en a follow up survey is used. Here the response rate 
may be as high as 70% (mine; 1985). 
All the survey methods identified require several additional 
costs : 
For exmple: 
(1) Survey supervision 
(2) Coding of data 
(3 ) Ocmplting time 
(4) Building overheads. 
For coding and analysis it was £oEound beneficial to draw up an 
individual coding manual for each survey and punch the data £ran 
Fortran coding fonns. In this my  transcription errors m e  kept 
to  a minimm and the process of data verification and validation 
was less time consming. E'requency charts for each variable and 
cross tabluations of specified variables were them extracted fran 
the data set using SFSSX. 
Interview took place a t  kd3-1 the Leeds pilot stage and a.La in 
the initial Rotherham s td ies .  In each case problens of the 
following nature =re identified. 
(1) RESPONSE TIME 
Evidence suggests that the time taken in condmting an interview 
must not exceed 4 - 5 minutes. The respondent may be o£ten 
'pying' for the interview time i f  approached then parking the 
car and therefore nut anxious t o  answer questions. Also; i f  
approached %hen returnii-q to the car the respondent may te near 
the l i m i t  of his time allovame and hence interested in not 
incurring an excess parking cost. A further imprtant element 
is the respondents percepticm of the importance of w k i q  
issues. If current m anticipated prking p l i c y  does not woke 
interest or ccnment then it w i l l  be difficult to canplete even a 
4 minute interview to a satisfactory standard. 
It is easier to secure canpleted interview in cavered car parks 
thus avoiding the adverse effects of the elenents. 
( 3 )  BIAS 
'Ihe interviewers used need to be trained brrth in the ~ e s e n t a t i m  
of the interview t o  retain a high degree of objectivity and also 
in the selection of randan samples. ?he old and wmen with 
children and/or sbpping may often te intimidated by the 
interviewer and respnd to his/her questiclls vhilst typically 
-king age males appear more confident and able to reject an 
apoach by the interviewer . 
Man the W e r h a m  study the refusal rate m approach has 40%. 
Of the rest only 53% canpleted what was a six minute interview. 
In Leeds 80% of respondents failed to canplete a nine minute 
interview. Mwwer %hen the time required to respond was 
redmed to less than 5 minutes 71% mnpteted the questions. 
It vias pposed in -erham to ask a respmdent having just 
mnpleted an cn s i te  interview; i f  he/she muld ccnsider taking 
lrme a M e r  reply paid questionnaire. 'Ihe refusal rate vias 
over 80%. Park* was not an issue in Rotherhm as it vias in  
Leeds. ~f this approach is to be adopted then the interviewrs 
m u s t  be persuasive and persistent and the public must have sane 
inherent interest in the subject . 
Ihis p r w d  to be perhaps the mt efficient method of 
questionnaire canpletian. Three variations have been attempted; 
name1 y : 
(1) Short introdmtion by survey staff vhilst hand+ wer the 
questionnaire. 
(2) Short introdmtion by survey staff. Wstionnaire to 
include a 'prize' for ful l  canpleticn. 
(3 ) Short irrtrodmtion by survey staff. Questionnaire to 
include a prize £or ful l  canpleticn. Respolldent told of 
prize wior to being given the questionnaire. In (2) the 
respcpldent was cnly told of the prize in a letter a t  the 
front of the q u e s t i d r e  and muld c h s e  to awe# or 
reject the offer of a questionnaire w i t b u t  prior hw1edge 
of the prize. 
Ihe introdmtim of a ' p i ze '  appears to make l i t t l e  difference 
to respnse rates i f  not mentioned in the introductim. In al l  
cases h u t  40% responded. 'Ihe effect of the ' p ize '  ws to 
increase the percentwe of respolldents who gave their hane 
aadress fran 50% to 65%. by telling the resp3ndent of a p i z e  
prior to him/her canpletirq the questionnaire then the refusal 
rate fe l l  fran 5.5% to 4.2%. (Perhaps not significantly enough 
t o  justify the bias which may have been irrmred by the quality 
of response fran people interested solely in the prize draw) . 
Certainly i f  the parking situation is of sufficient eight to 
generate public feeling then the inclusion of a 'prize' in such a 
survey muld not be warranted. 
the mtherham surveys section 3 of the questionnaire; in  a 
reply paid ernrelope was attached to the windscreens of cars in  
the multi-storey car park. Despite a 'prize' being offered only 
16% of questicavlaires bere returned. !Phis method may cnly be of 
use when manpwr is restricted and interview/reply paid 
questionnaires are not practicable. 
mther mrk needs to be condmted on the use of panels to 
' follow up' the effects of policy changes. man a mall sanple; 
61% of the original respndents replied to a follow up 
questionnaire (approximately 24% of those originally approached). 
Ihe car park/parking facili ty locaticn and t y p  affects the 
attitudes and respnse of bath survey staff and the public. 
undercover prks amy £ran the elements enable a lengthier 
discourse to take place and generally a more pleasant a t t i t d e  to 
develop. 
For a t  grade car parks then the physical dimensions of the 
facility are also important. A laq narrow car park results in 
mwh time be* taken up by suwey staff in  mlking b e t w n  
parking cars to reach respmdents. The result is that the more 
mnpct  the facility the £ever staff are recpired. 
If the public are informe3 about an issue then respnse will be 
pmnpt ; informative and concise. - 
Atypical factors affecting tr ips to the central area b u l d  ke 
avoided. For exanple: bad heather; holiday pericds; strikes 
affecting the econanic welfare of local residents; etc. 
It is imprtant to util ise current local authority data to plan 
survey strategy. Mweier; pilot surveys a t  specific l o c a t i m  
enable particular problems to be resolved prior to the full 
survey; and for previous survey data to be validated. %is will 
save time and mcney in staff utilization and resourse amnitmcnt. 
Apart £ran the remrdirq of certain questicms to ooermne 
ambiguity; only tm areas seem to p s e  specific pblens: 
(1) h p  quest im: 
A good quality map of sc?ale large enough to &W particular 
land ma~ks/shops is required so that the respondent can 
easily identify his/& current ps i t ion  and t r ip  route. 
(2 ) Travel cost questions: 
Respondents tend to ke either relwtatrt to answer or mable 
to perceive total travel costs. 
%en incltded i n  a questionnaire; or more particularly in an 
interview £ormat; these types of questions can be a considerable 
cause for delay and confusicm; often resulting in  incrmplete 
answers or a refusal t o  continue further. 
overall the stated ~ e f e r e n c e  questions here l answered. 
HOWVET; i n  the sites studied; very £ew people ( less than 1 i n  
five) stated that they muld ever consider mcwing to  an 
alternative centre for b ~ i n g  . In the majority of these cases 
the alternative centre was another tom; not a s*urban shopping 
centre. Perhaps the ein@sis of the questionnaire needs to ke 
lcoked a t  here; or perhaps the policy chaqes investigated do not 
m e r i t  a change in parking location. Further mrk is required in 
this area a t  a s i te  where substantial policy chaqes are 
anticipated. 
8.2.6 DURATION-OF RETURNS (REPLY PAID EY,RMAT) 
F'ran the reply paid questionnaires 40% of ini t ial  contacts tend 
t o  respmd. 25% of these were returned within 7 days and a 
further 10% wer the next wek. It took a further week for the 
ranaining 5% to be accounted £cr. EBwever wen after this 
pried of 21 days (vhich was used as a cut off) a nunber of 
questionnaires; up t o  a m a x h  of a further 5%; were returned 
wer the next 4 weeks i.e. up to seven weks &an the canpletion 
of the survey. 
Chapter seven looks a t  survey costs in terms of the required 
nunber of returns. In terns of achieving the maxinun data for 
the minimun cost then the reply pid format seems to k the most 
cost effective. lhis is particularly trw i f  you consider that 
survey staff can distribute (and intrcducre) a t  least 18 
questicnnaires per kpur. Assuning a 40% responsr?; this gives a 
return of 7.2 mnpleted pst ionnaires  ~r b u r .  In an 
interview situation it is difficult to approach more than nine 
prmns  p r  hour. A t  best me may expct a 70% success rate in 
achieving ful l  interviews and this results in a success rate of 
6.3 mnplete interview p r  hour. I-bwer to survey a t  least 
10% of the parking populatim many more survey staff muld have 
to be employed than for the reply paid fonnat and this muld 
drastically increase survey costs. 
8.2.8 DESTINATION ~CmICE 
The surveys have revealed that the choice of going to an 
alternative destination given anticipated chaqes in parking 
cmtrol depenas largely on the t r ip  ppse. For tourist trips 
the respdents  were likely to have l i t t l e  kmwledge of the area 
and parking facili t ies available and there£ore were pepared to 
accept an elenent of parking canstraint and park a t  the f i r s t  
suitable space; even i f  this involved sane degree of searching. 
In these cases adequate local authority s igniq muld k of great 
kne f i t .  For sho@rs then as parking constraints bemne 
gradually impsed it is likely that drivers initially willing to 
search for a space w i l l  turn to an alternative centre £br their 
shopping needs. Bwever; whilst between 7% and 22% of parkers 
may have h e n  expcted to transfer to an alternative aentre for 
shopping (Rotherham before stuly) &an arpressed/anticipated 
respnses, in  reality it is the frequency of t r ip  that is likely 
t o  be a£fected more. There will be a need in future work to 
differentiate het- the various &S awl types of shoppity 
t r ips and to lmk a t  t r i p  frequencies for each of the expressed 
t r ip  purpses. Fran the Fetherham Study cnly 6% of respndents 
said that they visited the centre less often as a result of 
policy changes. Over 80% of all respondents claimed to have 
- 
h e n  totally maffected in their trip maldng habits by the 
introductim of parking meters. Specific reasons £or any change 
in  trip frequencies e r e  not identified. 
9. REraa4EmXTIOrn 'FOR-FmTHER-WCRK 
(1) Locate a centre hhich is &ee standing and has a planned 
date for the hplgnentation of sane drastic change in  
parking control. 
(2)  Develop stated preference questions to a m e  concise form 
and pilot. 
(3) Develop a large m e 1  study to h k  a t  responses and ELL1 
off. 
(4) Exmine the socio ecunanic classification of respondents. 
(5) Select a n m k r  of fairly close similar sized centres £ran a 
major connurbation. Identify shoppers td-o live a similar 
distance fran two or more of these centres and exmine the 
reason(s) fDr the clmice of one m t r e  fDr the shopping t r ip  
in preference to the others. 
(6 ) Consider types of shopping trip.  The t y p  of shopping w i l l  
influence the centre visited. Changes in parking p l i c y  may 
affect the £cequency of certain shopping trips rather than 
merely having the effect of transferrriq the t r i p  to an 
alternative centre. Travel diaries may ke useful here. 
(7 ) Consider the effects of new or recently developed central 
superstores; with free or cheap parkirq available. The use 
of such p k i q  facili t ies may pwide  the s h o p r  w i t h  a 
parking choice &ich is outside the b d s  of local 
authority a t r o l  and may render p l i c y  changes uneconanic. 
?herefore; the mavenent of parkers betwen parking 
facilities within a centre is as useful as  identifyiq those 
bho transfer t o  an alternative centre. 
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Analysis of the survey data was carried out after mdirg a d  
validation by the use of the SFSX statistioal package. This 
then allow3 the crosstabulatim of relevant variables. For 
ample  : 
(my) by (parking location) 
(parking kcation) by (Sex) by (Vehicle Type) 
( J o w y  W p s e )  by (parking irxation) by (my) 
(Day) by (Reason &r &ping) by (parking focation) 
(Start Pddress) by (parking kcation) 
(parking locatim) by (~eason fDr Choice of Lccation) by (my) 
(~arking mat ion)  by (Parking mat ion)  by (my) 
(my) by (parking ~ocation) by (Eteqclency of visit) 
(by )  by (parkiq Location) by (Yearly hrequemy E!Luctuations) 
(my) by (parkirq irxation) by (Seasonal Variations in 
Cbcditions) 
(my) by (parking facation) by (Changes &er =cent Years) 
(BY) by (Parking Location) by ( W o n s  if Qsst at Location H& 
CoLbled) 
(my) by (parking ~ocation) by (Options if W t i m  hBs mt 
Available) 
(my) by (parkirg focatian) by (options if mst in Centre W 
mubled) 
(my) by (parking mat ion)  by (Options if Central mces =re 
Restricted) 
(my) by (ea tus)  by (Options i f  Cost a t  location B d  mubled) 
( b y )  by (status) by i f  Location Was Not Wailable) (my) by (status) by (was i f  Bst in mtre H x l  Dubled) 
(lay) by (status) by (Options i f  Central Spaces Were Restricted) 
(BY) by (parking m t i o n )  by (Options Wer ansidered in 
D3ubliq Lmaticn Qsst) 
(Day) by (Parkin3 Locatia) by (Options Never amsidered in 
Restric ting ~ccaticn Spaces) 
(my) by (parking Location) by (options Never Considered in 
Dubling Central Qssts) 
(my) by (parking ~ocatian) by (Optims Wer Qsnsidered in 
Restricting Central Spaces) 
(Day) by (parking m t i o n )  by (&p rh~tance) 
( a t )  by (~ndlUae petrol) (cast Met)  by (Status) by (Day) 
(Address) by (status) by (my) 
(BY) by (~arldw m t i o n )  by (Frequency of Visit to centre; 
@er Time) 
(status) by (sex) by (~eason %r NX mrking a t  Preferred 
Location) 
Also; a frequency distribution table £or each variable t~is 
produced. 
hhen considering befire and after surveys and appropiate sanple 
sizes the following may he relevant: 
For any survey the size of the sample depends upon the strength 
of association which is required to be detected as significant. 
In terms of tuo p3pllation means then the following relaticmship 
exists : 
CO" (112 - ! J 2 ) 2  
man this definition; it can be derived that: 
Hence, given any value of w2 , it is pss ib le  to find the ratio 
of the absolute difference between ppulation m- to the 
standard deviation of either ppulation where: 
U Standard Deviation 
w2 poplation Index (Proprtional reduction in Y variance 
given the X value) 
A Absolute Difference of 2 ppulation m-, relative to 
standard deviation of either ppulation 
a Probability of Type I Error 
8 Probability of Typg 11 Error. 
For samples of roughly the same size, n , then in terms of the 
standad error of the difference 
1~11 - 1121 a (1 - a / 2 )  - * ( 8 )  
= = [ 
5 diff 
l 
mere ( 1  - ) is the v a l ~  of the standardised score 
cutting off the lower ( 1  - a / ,  ) proportion of 
cases 
.-. . 
Z ( 8 )  is the standardised s o r e  cutting off the lower B proportion of cases. 
For our t m  surveys a t  the 95% level, ( t m  tailed) then £or 
various values of n . . . . 
. . . . then valms for g can be calculated. Figures in lxackts  
give the ~2 values a t  the 99% level; which olxriously gives a 
p r e r  level of association. 
Tne 8ample sizes approximatiq to the 200 category above giv* a 
good degree of asscciaticn. 
i.e.) kr a sample size of 200 at the95% level then#=o.olsarid 
X accounts for 16% of the variance of Y. 
Hence W va le s  of n >5 there is a degree of association. 
This applied t o  aggregate data i n  both surveys by area and t p .  
It is d y  hen  me looks a t  individml addresses by t y p  etc 
that the sanple size fa l l s  and with it the degree of asscciaticn. 
allevaite this woblem then the M a l  smple size muld have 
to  be mare than ibubled; given a randun sanple; and this muld 
give m great increase i n  association £or tht! aggregate data. 
achieve this; survey costs muld more than double; with m 
real increased M e f i t  to the area wide data; &ich i n  terms of a 
parking s t d y  may be regarded as the most imprtarh. Aim; 
tr ivial  assocations may be throm up as significant results hhen 
the sanple size is very large. 
1. Means 
1.1 Standard d e v i a t i o n  
S = 
i=l n-l  
X = observed times 
- 
X = mean o f  observed t imes  
n = sample s i z e  . 
S = sample s t anda rd  d e v i a t i o n  
1 . 2  Confidencel imit  around mean 
C L M = x + t  x s  
JX 
where t i s  t h e  a p p r o p r i a t e  2 t a i l e d  stat is t ic  at 95% conf idence  
f o r  ( n - l )  d e g r e s s  of  freedom. 
1;3 blinimum s i g n i f i c a n t  d i f f e r e n c e  i n  t h e  mean 
F - 
t = ( X  - x2)  - (v1 - v 2 )  1 
J's:c 
where 
2 Sp = (nl  - 2 1 ) s ~ ~  + (n2 - 1 )S 
- 
n + n  - 2  1 2 
Suf f i x  l i n d i c a t e s  "before"  d a t a  
S u f f i x  2 i n d i c a t e s  " a f t e r "  d a t a  
p = p o p ~ ~ l a t i o n  mean 
2 Sp = pooled vi i r iance.  
Assuming t h a t  t h e  va lue  o f  S is t h e  same f o r  be fo r e  and a f t e r  d a t a  
k s s u m i n ~  t h a t  t h e  sanl~ p r o c e ~ l u r e  is  adopted  i n  t h e  a f t e r  su rvey  as 
in  t h e  b e f o r e  tller~ 
I f  the  population means a r e  assumed t o  be t h e  same before and 
a f t e r  then 
The equation (1)  then becomes 
i . e .  t h e  minimum s i g n i f i c a n t  d i f f e rence  
i n  mean 
= t x s p %  
where t i s  t h e  appropr ia t e  2 t a i l e d  s t a t i s t i c  at 95% confidence 
fo r  (2n - 2 )  degrees of  freedom. 
2. Proportions 
2.1 Standard deviat ion 
sp p 3  
where Sp = population standard dev ia t ion  
6 = sample proport ion as an es t ima te  of population proportion 
n = sample s i z e  
2.2 Confidence l i m i t s  around proport ion 
CLP = 6 + - 1 . 9 6 P  (I-;) 
n 
2.3 Minimum s i g n i f i c a n t  d i f f e rence  i n  propor t ion  
where s u r f i x  1 i n d i c a t e s  "before" d a t a  
s ~ l f ' f i x  2 i n d i c a t e s  " a f t e r "  d a t a  
f 11 = population proport ion P j F  , i  3 J C  i , , . -  4 %  .g ; v , p {h ,g L t P  v ~: (C , #  4. 
-%f 
1 ' 4 
Assuming that the population is the same 
Assuming that pl& n1 2nd p o n 2  and that 2  
n1 = n2 
Minimum significant difference 
F' 
in proportion = 1 . 6  /W 
This section lcoks briefly a t  the current legislatim that 
governs 1-1 authority policy to&s car parking. Both cn and 
off street parking facili t ies are considered in the S3llowing 
manner: 
A2.1 : OFF SI'RFEC PARKlNG PROVISION 
A2.2 : W STREET PARKING OPERATICN 
A2.3 : ON m m  PARKfFG l @ i w i m  AND m R o L  
(A) PrnVISIrn 
- The Foad Traffic kgulat im &t 1967 (mended by the 
Local Gavernnent Act 1972) gave pwrs to the aunty 
(brncil; District; arvl Parish a r n c i l s  to provide off 
street parkirq places. 
- Ihe D.C. is required to obtain consent fran the Oornty 
(buncil and may appeal i f  it is not given. 
- Parish Cbrncils may p w i d e  bicycle and motor cycle 
parking palces. 'Ib prwide general. par- places 
consent of the aunty Cbmcil is required. 
- Supervisory staff may be anployid by a l l  the 
authorities. 
(B) C O m L  
Ihe Transport Wt  1978 gave pwrs to the Osrnty aunci l  to 
regulate the operatim of public off-street parking places 
(as a means  of regulating traffic i n  urban areas) (S. 11 ) . 
In making orders county muncils are required to consult 
organsiations regxesentative of the disabled. If  
representations are made by such organisations the aunty 
Comcil is required to send a statement cn b w  pirking 
requirements of the disabled are to he met to Vs Secretary 
of State. 
Orders may k annulled by either muse of ferliament; 
amibu~'  and- Coach- Stations 
May k povided mder similar pwisions as those S3r car 
parks (5.33 RT.R.A. 1967). 
supervisory staff may lz enployxl by c.c.; D.C. and P ~ C ;  to 
operate; maintain off street parking places prwided by 
thmselves . Bad Waf f ic  Fegulation &t 1967. 
Pqemy arrqenents  are also pssible vhereby the local 
authorities may agree to mdertake maintainmm 533: each other. 
(A) Withoat-Paqmerrt 
Comty Comcils have p%ers (R.T.R.A.; 1967 S. 28A) ~ K Y  make orders 
authorising the use as a parking place of any part of a road £or 
d i c h  they are the H.A. responsible £or the maintenance of that 
road. If they are not the H.A. they are required to obtain the 
consent of the app ro~ ia t e  H.A. 
The C.C. are reqyired to consult the D.C. in d i c h  the parkiq 
place is  t o  be situated. 
o>nditions may be attached (and apparatus used) to speci£y who 
may use the parking place and a t  that time. 
(B) with-papent 
As above: meters or other apparatus may ke used to collect 
paynent but the apparatus has to be apprwed by the Minister for 
an order to ke made to order its use (S. 31). 
( C )  Eflfarce~mt 
A local authority may appoint with or without remmeration 
superintendant s M f  . It may institute proee3i.q~ fix offences 
in anmeetion w i t h  parking places provided by the authority. 
Traffic Wardens appointed by the Police Authority may en£orce 
traffic law mder arratqenent with the Cbmty Cbmcil. 
The S3110wing contacts have b e n  mde d w i q  the duration of the 
projed: (those marked * have been particularly useful) : 
(A) ~ - h u r m R I T I E S  
Tel: Barnsley 203232 ext. 2314 (M P Eundy) - Parking 
ext. 2824 (Mr D D l e b w y )  - Plannirg 
* (2) CE3VEIAbD"COUmPP CIXINCIL; Gurney Street; Middlesboroqh 
Tel: Middlesboroqh 248155 (Mr Milnes) - Transportation 
(3 ) DmYSFFIm- ( x x m r Y - m I L ;  Matlcck 
-1: IQtlcclc 3411 
(4) DIIRHAM-CITY'CIXWCIL; Elawthorne %mace; w h a m  
Tel: Wham 67131 ext .  18 (M Aipchison) - Parkitq 
(5  ) D U I Q W M ~ ~ ~ C o o r a 3 I L ;  Cbunty H a l l ;  m h a n  
Tel: Curham 64411 ext.  2409 (Mr Newton) - Parking 
(6) GFXNBr MWC!HFST!Z2-c!OUlCIL; Cbunty £Xil; Piccadilly Gardens; 
w c h e s t e r  
-1: Manchester 247-3111 ( M r  :.tyne) - ~arkitlg 
* (7 ) H I Y R W X A T E - ~ - C ~ T C ;  Technical Services; Westgrwe W; 
Harrogate 
l :  Harrogate 68966 (W Benton) - Chief m i n e e r  
(Mr Isles) - Technical Services 
( M  B Windle) - Parkirg 
(8) FlUMBERSIIIE-COUmPP-mIL; Hull 
Te1: Hull 867131 ext .  3684 (Mr G Wkr) - Parking 
(9 ) KRKLE3S-DISTRICP-CCUIEIL; Huddersfield 
M: Huddersfield 22133 - Planning 
(10) ~ ' C I T Y - C m ~ ;  Leed.s 
Tel: Leeds 463136 
(11) LINCOrrJ 'CITY-CCUEIL; City H a l l ;  Beamcnt Fee; Lincoln 
Tel: Lincoln 32151 
.-. . 
(12) LIl@CWSIIRE-COCTNM-C(XmR3IL; Cbmty Of f ices  ; Newland; Lincoln 
Tel :  Lincoln 29921 ext .  69 (W M Gravin) - Parking 
* (13) MERSEYSIDE' CCXlNlY C^OClKIL; Metmpl i tan  muse; Liverpool 
Tel: Liverpool 227-5234 ext.  3038 (W Wright) - Parking 
(14) MIDDLFSBOIiOUGH~BO~8181 C(XrmCIL; Gurney Street; Middlesbomqh 
Tel: Middlesbomugh 248155 
* (15) N O K ~ H ^ ' Y O R I C V I I R E - C ~ - C ( X ~ R ~ I ~ ;  Northallerton 
Tel: Northallerton 3123 ext .  501 (W Wychnan) - Traff ic  
Te1 : Nattingham 418561 - Car Parks 
48571 (Mr m e )  - Parking 
(17) N ~ I ~ ~ C ~ ~ C ~ I G ;  Cbmty Hall ; Wt B r i d g h r d  
Tel:  Nottinghsrm 824824 ext.  443 (MC e d y )  1 Parking 
(18 ) ROTEIERAM-m- COUL33IL; M e r h a m  
Tel : Wtherham 382121 ext .  3182 (W N W t )  - Parking 
* (19) SHEFFIEXD 'CITY-CYXlIsl%IL; Tbw &U; Sheffield 
l :  Sheffield 734211 - General 
734192 (Ruth Sanders) - Parking Sttiiies 
* (20) SmH-YORICVIIRE-COJNTYCUBCIL; Cbmty H a l l  ; Barnsley 
Tel: Barnsley 286141 - Joint  '~kanspr ta t ion/  
Planning Unit 
241484 
ext. 2263 (W D brgan) - Traff ic  
(W B H w ~ l l n u s t )  - Parking 
(W 3 Lasaskdnar) - Parking 
(Rotherham) 
(21) TYNE-AND'WEAR-CaMPY-CUBCIc; Sandyford IDuse; Newx&iLe upon !Qne 
Tel: Newastly €3.6144 ext.  279 (W Qlarlton) - Parking 
* (22) hPrrcEFIEED-DISTRICPCPCOUNCIL; Newtcn Bar; k k e f i e l d  
Tel: Wakefield 370211 ext .  411 (W J mu) - Planning 
* (23) ~ ~ Y O R K S R I I I E - ~ P O L I T A N ~ C O U ~ T P -  ccu~21~; 
Bisho~garth, Wakefield 
1 Wakefield 367111 ex t .  4211 (Mr D DtJlilan) - Parking 
(Mr D Walker) - Parkirq 
(W M Waterhouse) - Planniq 
ext. 4317 ( M  P P-t) - Parkirg Data 
l : Binning- 300-7502 - General 
300-7460 (Mr bseley)  - Parkirg 
(25) YORK-CITY-C(xMclL; S t  Lecmards Place; York 
Tel : York 59881 (Mr Lewis) - Assistant City m i n e e r ;  
Wrking 
(M &rod) - Dep. Chief mgineer 
(B) - 
(1) PSAT1OmAC-CAR-Pm-LIMITED 
WhEd W g e r  (~orkshire)  - E'urnival Gate; Eheffield 
W: Sheffield 24473 ( M  Huxley) - Regional M a n q e r  
701895 - Manager' s Gffice 
Leeds 4587ll (Mr Lupton) - City Manager 
(2) M ' Z E K X  (Printing) 
&ad Office (~eeds )  Tel: Lseds 440641 
Cbpy Bureau; &adrow; Leeds 
Tel: Leeds 459585 (John Iankin) Accomt Manager 
(3) TRANSWRT-STUDIES-mT; University of Gxford; Oxford 
l :  Oxford 53101 (Phi1 Goodwin) 
m: (6) ;  (13); (20);  (23); (24) m longer exist as a u n t y  
wide au&rities (&an llpril 1986). Msponsibility fbr 
parking p l i c y  has m passed to the appropriate 
district autharity; invariably under the antrol of 
different personnel. 
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PARKING DESTINATION SURVEY 
SECTION 1 
Q1 Survey Munber 
Q2 Questionnaire Number 
Q3 Day 
Wednesday 
Thursday 
Friday 
Saturday 
Q4 Date 
Q5 Time (24 hour clock) 
Q8 Weather 
Location 
on s t ree t  legal free 
on s t ree t  i l legal  
Parking type 
off s t ree t  
off s t ree t  free 
Sunny 
Overcast 
on s t r ee t  legal pay space 
Other 
Q9 Vehicle type Car 01 
Motorcycle U 
Other 
SECTION - 2 
Q1 What is/was the main purpose of your journey? 
EDUCATION 
SHOPPING 
SWVLL/RECREATION 
OTHER PLEASE SPECIFY 
Q2 What was the  exact  address where you s t a r t ed  your car journey? 
Q3 (a) Please indicate on the map where you intend t o  go after  
you leave the car park 
(b) Please indicate on the map where you have been s ince 
you parked the car 
1 Q4 Why have you chosen to shop in the centre of Leeds? 
Please specify :- 
ive you chosen t o  park a t  th i s  location? 
l 
Spaces always available U 
Good surface f ac i l i t i e s  
Ease of Access 
Nearness to  shops 
NO Vandalism 01 
No reason 
Other 1 Please s p c i f y  
-. . 
0 . ~ 6  a) For approximately how long do you expect t o  leave your 
car parked a t  t h i s  location? 
less than 10 minutes 
less  than 30 minutes 
less than 1 hour 
between 1 and 2 hours 
between 2 and 4 hours 
gKeater than 4 hours 
0 b) For approximately how long have you been parked a t  th is  location? 
less than 10 minutes 
less  than 30 minutes 
less than 1 hour 
between 1 and 2 hours 
between 2 and 4 hours 
greater than 4 hours 
. 
Q7 If you had known tha t  it would cost twice a s  much to park a t  
th is  location today, what would you be most likely t o  do:- 
- 
l(1) Pay the  increased p r i ce  and attempt t o  park n/ I a t  the same location - (2) Search longer for a cheaper space 
l ( 3 )  Park further from the centre and walk  01 
(4 )  Park further from the centre and catch a bus 
(5) Change you means of t ranspor t  (bus, t r a i n  
cl 
etc) and still v i s i t  Leeds centre 
... specify means of transport 
( 6 )  V i s i t  another centre by car cl 
I . . . specify centre 
(7) V i s i t  another cenre and change you means of 
transport 
.. . specify centre 
. . ; specify means of transport 
(8) Other l 
Are there any of these options that  you would never consider? 
Q8 If  you had known i n  advance t h a t  t h i s  par t i cu la r  locat ion 
would not be available h a t  would you be most l ikely to do? 
I r) 
(1) Search longer for another convenient space • 
(2) Park further from the centre and walk 
(3) Park further from the centre and catch a bus 
(4) Change your means of t ranspor t  and still  
v i s i t  Leeds centre U 
... specify means of transport 
(5) V i s i t  another centre by car 
... specify centre 
U 
-. 
Q9 If you had known tha t  charges throughout the centre of Leeds 
were to be doubled today, what would you be l ikely t o  do? 
4 
'(1) Pay the  increased p r i ce  but still park a t  
th is  location 0 
# 
(6) V i s i t  another centre and change your means of 
tranpsort 
. .. specify centre -- 
... specify means of t r ansp r  t 
(7) Other 
... please specify 
(2) Pay the increased price but search longer for 
a more convenient location 
Are there any of these options that  you would never consider? 
.. . specify location 
(3) Search for a non-central parking space which 
is cheaper and walk C l  
l (4) Search for a non-central parking space which is cheaper and catch a bus 
(5) Change your means of t ranspor t  and still 
v i s i t  Leeds centre • 
I . . . specify means of transport I 
(6) V i s i t  another centre by car 
. . . specify centre 
(7) V i s i t  another centre and change your means of 
transport 
... specify centre 
... specify means of transport 
(8) Other 
. . . Please specify 
. 
Are there any of these options that  you would never consider? 
- 
Q10 If  you had known i n  advance t h a t  the would be a major 
r e s t r i c t i o n  in  parking spaces throughout the centre  of Leeds, 
what would you be most likely t o  do? 
(1) Search for  a longer period i n  an attempt t o  
find a central parking space 
(2) Park further from the centre and walk 
(3) Park further from the centre and catch a bus 
(4) Change your means of t ranspor t  and still 
v i s i t  Leeds centre 
... specify means of transport 
(5) V i s i t  another centre by car 
... specify centre 
(6) V i s i t  another centre and change your means of 
tranpsort 
... specify centre 
... specify means of t r ansp r  t 
(7) Other 
. . . please specify 
" 
Q 1 1  What is the fu r thes t  from the  centre ,  i n  terms of walking 
time, that you would ever consider parking 
Up t o  5 minutes walk 
Up t o  10 minutes walk 
Up to  15 minutes walk 
Q12 How frequently do you v i s i t  the centre of Leeds? 
More than once a month 
Occasionally 
Q13 Are t h e r e  any times of t h e  year  when you v i s i t  Leeds more 
often than normal? 
-- 
Q1 Have you parked anywhere else to shop today, please specify 
Q2 W i l l  you be parking anywhere e l s e  before you g e t  home t o  do 
further shopping? 
please specify 
Q3 Is ther any current  parking space i n  the cen t re  of Leeds 
where you would prefer t o  parking conditions and/or regulations 
there were improved? 
please specify 
Q4 In your view do parking condit ions vary seasonally i n  t h e  
centre of Leeds? 
Q5 Have you noticed a change in parking conditions i n  the centre 
of Leeds i n  the l a s t  S years? 
if  yes, please specify 
Q6 Do you currently make more, or less, or about the same number 
of t r ips  t o  the central Area than you did 12 months ago? 
More • Please spec i f  y 
Less n 
the same 
H Q 7  How much do you estimate if  has cost E to  use and park the 
car today for  t h i s  t r i p ,  (e.g. pe t ro l ,  o i l  etc.). I f  it cos t  you 
mthing write FREE. 
Q I  Sex 
Q 2  Age Group 
1 4 3  Current Status 
Work f u l l  time 
Work part time 
Housewife 
Student • 
Retired 
Unemployed 
Other 
IJ Q4 Are you the main driver of the vehicle 
Q 5  Address 
IJ Q6 Telephone 
AP=IX-4( B) : - ~LEEXS'PILLX-SLRW 
FEBRUARY 1985 mPLY PMD QUESTICBIIKCRE 
lhe questiannaire used was of this content but c-ed i n  armat. 
'Ib aid the ease of distributicm and the appearance of the 
questionnaire an A5 kmklet has used. 
For reply-paid studies an A5 bcoklet was also used in RdherhtPn 
and Knaresborotqh. 
PARKING DESTINATION SURVEY 
The Institute for Transport Studies, the University of Leeds, 
is looking at how changes in parking policy may affect 
travel patterns and habits. 
The self-completion questionnaire which follows relates to 
your present trip and parking location, and may be answered 
by ticking the appropriate boxes and/or specifying 
alternative answers. 
A IC6T PAID IBWEUXE is provided for you to return the 
caapleted questionnaire at your earliest convenience. 
m e  information will be treated com~letelv confidentially. 
Any queries should be directed to M; I. krvey at the ' 
address below. 
PARKING DFSTINATION SURVEY 
SECPION 1 
Q1 Survey Number 
- 
Q2 Questionnaire Number mIlo[7 
Q3 Day 
Q4 lBte 63[40a LiJ 
QS Time (24 hour clock) 1 r l  C1 
Q6 Location 
Q7 Parking type 
On Street On Street On Street  Off Street Off Street 
Legal Other Pay Space Free 
Pay Space Free 
CI U U U R 
Q8 Weather 
Sunny Rain Overcast Cold M i s t  Ice Wind 
o n  0 c l 0  
Other 
Q9 Vehicle type l 
Car Van 
0 
Other 
Q10 Number of car occupants 
Q11 Other observations (eg-heavily laden, ch i ld ren  present,  
entry to/exit £ran car park etc;) 
Q1 What was the main purpose of your journey? 
EDUCATION WORK SHOPPING SOCIAL RECREATION 
OPHER Please specify 
n U 
I f ' t h i s  is a shopping journey, why have you chosen to shop in 
the centre of Leeds? 
......................................................... 
Q2 What was the exact address where you s t a r t e d  your car 
journey? 
Q3 Why did you chose to park a t  t h i s  location today? 
Spaces always available 0 Other.. . . . 
Please Specify 
Good surface f ac i l i t i e s  
Ease of Access 
Nearness to shops 
No vandalism 
No reason 
Other please specify 
Q4 For approximately how long have you been parked a t  th i s  
location? 
l e s s t h a n  l l t o 3 0  31 minutes  1 to2  2to4 Grea te r  
10 minutes t o  1 hour hours hours than 
minutes 4 hours 
Q5 I f  you had known i n  advance t h a t  it  would c o s t  twice  a s  
much to park a t  t h i s  location today,what would you have 
done today? 
(1) Pay t h e  increased p r i c e  and a t t empt  t o  park 
a t  the s a n e  location. 
(2) Search longer for a cheaper space 
(3) Park further from the centre and walk 
(4) Park further from the centre and catch a bus 
(5) Change you means of t r a n s p o r t  (bus, t r a i n  
etc) and still v i s i t  Leeds centre. 
... specify means of transport 
( 6 )  V i s i t  another centre by car 
.. . specify centre 
(7) V i s i t  another  cenre  and change you means of 
transport 
. . . specify centre  
. . . specify means of t ransport  
(8) Other 
Are there  any of these options t h a t  you would never consider? 
Q6 If  you had known i n  advance t h a t  t h i s  p a r t i c u l a r  l o c a t i o n  
would not be available what would you have done today? 
(1) Search longer for another convenient space 
(2) Park further f t m  the centre  and walk 
(3) Park further from the centre and catch a bus 
(4) Change your means of t r a n s p o r t  and still 
v i s i t  Leeds centre 
. specify means of transport  
(5) V i s i t  another centre by car 
. . . specify centre 
(6) V i s i t  another centre and change your means of 
tranpsort 
... specify centre 
... specify means of t ransport  
(7) Other 
... please specify 
Are there any of these options t h a t  you would never consider? 
Q7 If charges throughout the centre of Leeds were t o  be 
doubled , what would you do? 
(1) Pay the  increased p r i c e  but still  park a t  
t h i s  location 
(2) Pay the increased p-ice but search longer for 
a more convenient location 
... s p e c i f y  loca t ion  
(3) Search for a non-central parking space which 
is cheaper and walk 
(4) Search- for a non-central parking space which 
is cheaper and catch a bus 
(5) Change your means of t r a n s p o r t  and still 
v i s i t  Leeds centre 
. . . s p c i f y  means of transport 
(6) V i s i t  another centre by car 
... specify centre  
(7) V i s i t  another centre and change your means of 
t r a n s w r t  
- 
... specify centre 
... specify means of transport  
(8) Other 
... Please specify 
Are there any of these options tha t  you would never consider? 
Q8 If there were t o  be a major ces t r ic t ion  i n  parking spaces  
throughout the centre of Leeds what would you do? 
(l) Search for  a longer period i n  an a t t empt  t o  
find a central  parking space 
(2) Park further from the centre and walk 
(3) Park further from the centre and catch a bus 
(4 )  Change your means of  t r a n s p o r t  and still 
v i s i t  Leeds centre 
... specify means of transport  
(5) V i s i t  another centre by car  
... specify centre 
(6) V i s i t  another centre  and change your means of 
tranusor t . 
... specify centre 
... specify means of t ransport  
(7) Other 
. . . please specify 
Are there any oE these options t h a t  you would never consider? 
Q9 Please indicate on the map where you have k e n  since you 
parked the car. 
Q10 (a) What is the furthest  from tha t  location, tha t  you would 
ever consider parking and walk? 
(b) How long do you th ink  t h a t  i t  would t ake  you t o  
walk t h i s  distance? 
Up t o  5 6 to  10 11 t o  15 Greater than 
minutes minutes minutes 15 minutes 
Q11 How frequently do you v i s i t  the centre  of Leeds? 
More than More than More than occasionally 
once per week twice per week twice per month 
SECPION 3 
Q1 Have you parked anywhere e l s e  to shop today, please s p c i f y  
Q2 W i l l  you be parking anywhere e l s e  before  you g e t  home t o  do 
further shopping? 
please :;pc i Ey 
Q3 Is t he re  any c u r r e n t  parking space i n  t h e  c e n t r e  of Leeds 
where you would prefer to  park? 
yes no 
If yes, why do you not park there a t  the moment? 
Q4 (a) How much d o  you think it has c o s t  t o  use  your c a r  and 
park it today? 
(b) Did you include t h e  c o s t  of p e t r o l ,  o i l  etc. i n  t h i s  
f igure 
. . ~ f  not, how much do you think t h a t  t h i s  would add? 
(c) How much of t h i s  cos t  has been met by someone e l se?  
If nothing ,write NIL. 
Q5 Are t h e r e  any times of t h e  year  when you v i s i t  Leeds more 
of ten than normal? 
Q6 In  your view do parking c o n d i t i o n s  vary  s e a s o n a l l y  i n  t h e  
centre of Leeds? 
Q7 Have you noticed a change in  parking conditions in the  centre  
of Leeds in the l a s t  5 years? 
i f  yes, please specify 
Q8 Do you currently make more, or less ,  or about the same number 
oE t r ip s  t o  the central  Acea than you did 1 2  months ago? 
More 
Less 
Please specify 
the same 

c e n t r a l  l eeds  
c e n t r a l  leeds 

ROTHEWM SURVEYS 
SURVEY NUMBER 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
NWBER 
PARKIUG DESTIUATION SURVEY; 
The I n s t i t u t e  f o r  Transport Studies; the University of Leeds; 
i s  looking a t  how changes i n  parking p o l i c y  may a f f e c t  
t ravel  patterns and habits. 
The se l f -comple t ion  ques t ionna i re  which follows r e l a t e s  to  
your present t r i p  and parking locationiand may be answered 
by t i c k i n g  t h e  app ropr i a t e  boxes and/or  spec i fy ing  
a l te rna t ive  answers. 
A POST PAID EUVELOPE is provided for  you to  return the.  
completed questionnaire a t  your e a r l i e s t  convenience. 
. 
The information w i l l  be treated compietely confidentially.  
Any queries should be directed to' ~ r ; ~ . ~ ; ~ u r v e ~  a t  the 
address below. 
WGTAGE IS  -G THIS QIJEsTIOmAIBE 
WILL m T  YOU X m G  
*PRIZE DRAW E25 PRIZE DBbY E25 PRIZE DRAW E25 PRIZE DRAV 
IF THE QUESTIONNAIRE IS COMPLETED I N  FULL THEN YOU WILL 
BE ENTERED I N  A DRAW FOR AE25 CASH PRIZE. THE W I N N I N G  
NUMBER WILL BE DRAWN I N  THE LAST WEEK OF APRIL AND 
THE W I N N I N G  RESPONDENT WILL RECEIVE A CHEQUE FORE25 
BY POST AS SOON AS IS POSSIBLE AFTER THAT DATE. 
*PRIZE DRAW E25 PRI7.Z DRAY E25 PRIm DBAW c25 PRIZE DRAY* 
INSTITUTE FOR TRANSPORT STUDIES 
THE UNIVERSITY OF LEEDS 
LEEDS LS2 9JT Tel: (0532) 431751 ext 7215 
Dinctor and Profauor of Trannport Economica: K. M. Owllllm 
Protansor ot Tranmport Englnaarlng: A. D. May 
INSTITUTE FOR TRANSPORT STUDIES 
THE UNIVERSITY OF LEEDS 
LEEDS LS2 SJT 181: (0532) 431761 ext 
Dlmctor and P m f e a ~ r  of Transport Economics: K. M. Gwlllism 
Prohuor of Tnnapmt Englnwrlng: A. D. May 
PARKING DESTINATIdl SURVEX I 
E Q1 Survey Number u u  
E Q2 Questionnaire N h r  ~ C I o O  
Q3 Day 
E Q4 Date [T r l  nmpl 
Q5 Time (24 hour cl0Ck) 
Q6 Location 
E Q7 Parking type I 
48 Weather I 
On Street On Street On Street Off Street Off Street 
-a1 Legal Other Pay Space Free 
Pay Space Free 
D n cl 21 
Sunny Rain Overcast Cold Mist Ice Wind I 
o 
Other 
E Q9 Vehicle type 
Car Van I 
Other I 
Q10 Number of car occupants 4 
Q11 Other Observations (eg-heavily laden, children present, 
entry to/exit P r m  car pack etc.) Y 
- 
SECTTON 2 
Q1 What was the main purpose of your journey? 
EDUCATION WOR:C SHOPPING SOCIAL RECSEATION 
U 
OTHER P l e n s ~  speci fy  
If t h i s  is a shopping journey, why hnve you chosen t o  shop i n  
the  cen t re  of Rotherhnm' 
m Q2 What was t h e a d d r e s s  where you s t a r t e d  y o u r  c a r  
journey? (The POSTCODE o r  s t r e e t  name w i l l  s u f f i c e ) .  
M Q3 Why did  you chose t o  park a t  t h i s  loca t ion  today? 
Spaces slways a v a i l a b l e  
Good su r face  f a c i l i  t i e s  
Ease of Access 
Nearness t o  shops 
No Vandalism 
No reason 
Other..... 
Please Specify 
Q4 For ~pprox imnte ly  how long have you b w n  pa:'ked a t  '.his 
loca t ion?  
L e s s t h a n  1 1  t o 5 0  jl m i n u t e s  1 t o 2  % t o 4  C r e n t e r  
10 minutes t o  1 hour hours hours than 
minutes 4 hours 
Q5 How frequent ly  do you v i s i t  t he  cen t re  of Rotherham? 
Once p e r  More than  More than More than Occasional ly 
week once pe r  twice pe r  twice pe r  
week week month 
.Q6 Are therc  nny t imes  of t h e  yeor when you v i s i t  Rotherhum 
more of ten  thnn normnl? 
m Q 7  I n  y o u r  view do p a r k i n g  c o n d i t i o n s  v a r y  s e a s o n a l l y  i n  t h e  
cen t r e  of  Rotherham? Please  specify.  .. 
.Q8 Have you not iced R change i n  parking condi t ions  i n  t h e  c e n t r e  
of  Rotherham i n  t h e  l a s t  5 years?  
i f  yes ,  p lease  s p e c i f y  
a Q 9  Is t he re  rlny c u r r e n t  parkin-g spiice i n  t h e  c -en t r e  o f  
Rotherham where you would p r e f e r  t o  park? 
yes  
If yes ,  why do you not  park t h e r e  a t  t h e  moment? 
DQlo DO you c u r r e n t l y  make nore, o r  l e s s ,  o r  about t h e  same number 
of t r i p s  t o  t h e  c e n t r a l  Area than you did 12 months ago? 
More > Please  spec i fy  
Less F 
the  sume 
Mnle 
Q11 Current S t a t u s  
WO -1.: Work Itouseuife Student Ret i red  Unemployed 
f u l l  time p a r t  t ime 
n U u u  U 
Other 
Q12 HOW many c a r s  Rre t h e r e  i n  your household? 
413 How many d r i v e r s  ore  t h e r e  i n  your household? 
.-. . 
Q S  Plea.. indicmte an the  map where you have been aince you 
parked the  car. 
.p6 (a1 Vh.t il the f u r t hea t  from t h r t  location.  t h l t  You rould 
ever eonmider parking and walk? 
P1es.e lzd ien te  on t h e  map. 
(?OF exaspl..... .by means of a circle...-...at=) 
(b l  !rrr loo& do you t h ink  t h n t  I t  would tnkn you t o  
""lk thin dI.t""~*? 
Up t o  5 6 t o  10 I 1  t o  15 Creator  than 
minutes minutes minute. 15 minutes 
U U 
.Q1 ( a )  Her .*eh d o  you t h i n k  i t  h a s  c o a t  t o  us* your  car and 
p r k  I t  today- 
!b) Did you i n e l u d e  t h e  c o a t  of p e t r o l ,  o i l  e tc .  i n  t h i n  
f i p n  
i Ye, 0 "0 
..If not. how much do JOU think t ha t  t h i s  rould add? 
p~ 
< c )  How m e h  of the  coat  i n  (a )  haa been m e t  by aomeona 
a1.R If nothing . r r i t a  NIL. 
.Q8 Should W. wish t o  meek your v i e r s  I n  a re. month8 time. a r e  
you rillins t o  give Jour nmse and address I talephon* n ~ b e r ?  
I f  yes.... 
NAME 
ADDRESS 
wSTcoas 
TELEPXOXZ NXBER 
*.* THANK 100 FOR TOUR TIN8 W. 
~ ~ m L U D E ~ T a E Q U E S T I o ~ u n , w m m  
XEPLY Pun ENYEIaW 
The I n s t i t u t e  f o r  Tnnmpart Studies;  the  University of Led., 
is l a o k i n g  a t  how changps i n  pa rk ing  p o l i c y  may a r t a c t  
t rave l  pa t te rns  and habita.  
The s e l f - comple t i on  q u e s t i o n n a i r e  which f a l l e r .  r e l a t e s  t o  
your present t r i p  and parkin. 10estion;and may b. uurerd 
by t i c k i n 8  t he  a p p r o p r i a t e  boxes a n d l o r  a p e e i f y i n e  
a1ter"ative ,nswalr. 
A EOST PAID WXEIOPP is providqd fo r  you to return th. 
Conpleted q u e s t i o w i r e  a t  your e a r l i e a t  convenience. 
The infornation w i l l  bd t rea ted  eontplately confidmtia11y. 
b y  quer ies  sho~Ld be di rec ted  t o  Hr.I.G.Turvey a t  t he  
addreas baler .  
HLSTAG. IS nm: Bkmamc TBIS ~ 1 0 ~  
mm COST'TOQ IOTBIIC 
lNSTlTUTE FOR TRANSPORT STUDIES 
THE UNIVERSITY OF LEEDS 
LEEDS IS2 W7 7.1: l05321 431751 .R 12,s 
m Q 1  11 you hed kpewn i n  ndvancr t h a t  i t  would e a s t  t r i c e  a. 
much t o  perk a t  th ia  locntion tedry.rhat  rould you have 
done today? 
(I) Pay t he  i nc r e sa sd  p r i c e  and n t t e n p t  t o  park  
a t  the  s u e  iocs t ion .  
(2) Search lengcr f o r  a cheaper apace U 
l Park fu r t he r  from the centre and r a l k  
14)  P ~ r k  fu r t he r  from the  eant re  and catch D bus U 
(5) Change your mesna of  t r a n s p o r t  (bum. t r a i n  
e t c )  and a t i l l  v i s i t  Rotherham sent re .  
... spec i fy  means of t ronaport  
(6) Yia i t  mo the r  oentrc by car 
... specify ~ e n t r e  
( l )  Yirit a n o t h e r  c e n t r e  and change your msma of 
t r a n a p o ~ t  
... apesify centre 
! 
... a p e c i h  neana of t ranspor t  
- 
(6) Other U 
D Arc there  an). or these options t ha t  you rould never conaider? 
m Q 2  I f  YOU had known i n  advance tha t  thiapart1eul.r loca t ion  
would not h avei lab le  what rovld you hrvc done today? 
(1) Search longer for another convenient apace 
(2) Park fu r t he r  from the  cent re  and rmlk 
( 3 )  Park fu r t he r  fro. the  centre and cateh n bus 
( 4 )  Chsnge ).our means of  t r a n s p o r t  end s t i l l  
v i a i t  Rotherham cent re  
... spe f i f y  scans of tmnapor t  
( 5 )  v i s i t  another cent re  by car 
... spec i fy  centre U 
(6) Yia i t  another cent re  and change ).our means of 
t ranpsor t  
... spec i f r  cent re  
U 
... apceify means of t ranspor t  
D Are there  m y  of these options tha t  you rould never consider? 
PI I t  cherees throughout the cent re  of Rotherham rare t o  b. 
doubled . what rovld you do- 
(l) Pay t h e  i no rea sad  p r i c e  bu t  a t i l l  park  n* 
t h i e  location 
(2) Pay the increased p r i s e  but aenreh l o n p r  f o r  
a more convenient locntion 
... a p a c i f y  l o e n t i o n  
(3) Search far n non-central parking rpnca which 
is cheaper and walk 
(4) Search for a non-eontr.1 parkLng apace which 
i s  cheaper and cateh a bua 
(5) Change you r  means o f  t s s n s p o r t  and s t i l l  
v i a i t  Rotherhas c ea t r e  
... apeeify means of t ransport  
(6) Visit another cent re  by ear 
... spec i fy  cent re  
( l )  Visit another cent re  and ehm&e your means of 
t ranspor t  
... apeelfy centre 
... specify means of t ranspor t  
(8) o the r  
. . . Plaaae spec i fy  
D Are there  an). of th. op t ions  t h a t  you rould never cosaiduq 
m Q 6  11 t h e m  .err t o  be .  ..$or r e s t r i c t i o n  i n  parkirrn space. 
throuahout th* eant re  of Rotherha. what would you do? 
( l )  Seareh  f o r  m l onge r  pe r i od  i n  an a t t e m p t  f o  
f ind  e eent rn l  parking apace C 
(2) Park fu r t he r  tram the  cent re  and walk L 
(3) Park fu r t he r  fro. the cent re  and cateh a b m  C 
(4) Chnnge you r  means o f  t r a n s p o r t  and a t i l l  
v i s i t  Rotherha. oent rs  
... apeeify mean. of t r s n s p r t  
C 
(5) Visit another cent re  b r  car 
. . . mpeeify cent re  C 
(6) Yia i t  another cent re  and change jour means of 
tranpmort 
... apaeify cent re  
C 
... specify means o r  trmnaport 
( l )  o the r  
... plesae specify C 
D Are there  any of these optIona t ha t  you rould  never conaider? 

INSTITUTE FOR TRANSPORT STUDIES 
THE UNIVERSITY OF LEEDS 
LEEDS LS2 9JT 
m, . m=, 
DAY, day : DATE, m m  : PAGE, 
NOTES : 
APPEX~DIX-S~ B) : ' - T H E - R X F E ~  "AFTW4-SWVEP 
JULY 1985 (JULIAN m) REPLY PAID POSPAL 
INSTITUTE FOR TRANSPORT STUDIES 
THE UNIVERSITV OF LEEDS 
LEEDS LS2 9JT TeI: (0532) 431751 ext 
Director and Pmfassor of Tnnspon Economics: K. M. Gwilliem 
Profarsor of Transport Enginearing: A. D. May 
Dear Sir or Madam, 
Thank you very much for your co-operation in 
completing and returning our first questionnaire about parking 
conditions in Rotherham town centre,which you were given in March. 
The information which you provided has been very useful to us in our 
studies. We are now conducting a follow-up survey to examine whether 
or not people have changed their parking habits or travel patterns 
since our first study in March. We would therefore be very grateful 
if you would complete the enclosed questionnaire and return it to us 
in the prepaid envelope provided. 
The i-zformation will be treated completely confidentially. Any 
queries should be directed tc. Mr. I.G. Tumey at the address above. 
POSTAGE IS FREE. RETURNING THIS QUESTiONNAIILE: WILL COST YOU NOTHING. 
Thank you, 
Ian Turvey. 
(July. 1985) 
Q1. Please indicate,in order of importance,the purposes for which you 
visit the centre of Rotherham (for example,if you visit Rotherham 
most frequently for the purpose of shopping,place a l in the 
corresponding box,followed by a 2 to indicate the second most 
f-equent journey purpose,and so on). 
EDUCATION 
WORK 
SHOPPING 
soc I-AL 
EtECMATION 
OTHER U Please Specify 
42. Over the last two months how often have you visited the centre of 
Ro therham ? 
ONCE PER WEEK 
MORE THAN ONCE PER WEEK 
MORE THAN TWICE PER WEEK 
MORE THAN TWICE PEB MONTH 
OCCASIONALLY 
43. Over the last two months have you visited Rotherham more often or 
less often than you did in February and Piarch ? 
MORE OFTZN 
LESS OFT&' 
THE SAVE 
If you have been visiting more often or less often,are there any 
specific reasons for this change ? 
If so,Please Specify 
44. Have you visited any other centres more often over the last two 
months than you did in February and March ? 
'I 
If so,Please Specify Centre, 
Are there any specific reasone for this change 3 
If so,Please Specify 
Have you visited any other centres less often over the last two 
months than you did in February and March 7 
If so,Please Specify Centre 
Are there any specific reasons for this change ? 
If so,Please Specify 
45. Where do you normally park in the centre of Rotherham ? 
AT A CAR PARIC WHERE A CHARGE IS 1"l.A.DE 
AT A CAR PARK WHERE NO CHARGE IS MADE 
AT A PARKING METER 
ON A STREET WHERE NO CHARGE IS MADE 
OTHER 
Please Specify Location .- 
If you have changed to this location recer:tly,please give yxr 
reasons for doing so. 
46. Where else have you parked in the centre of Rotherham ovef the 
last two months 7 
Please Specify 
47. Have you found parking in the centre of Rotherham over the past 
two months easier or more difficult than in February and March 7 
EASIER 
MORE DIFFICULT 
THE SAME 
48. Have you noticed any other differences in parking conditions in 
the centre of Rotherham over the past two months ? 
If so,Please Specify 

KNARESBOROUGH SL!RVEYS 
SURVEY NUMBER FlKI 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
NUMBER 
PARKING DESTINATION SURVEY. 
The Institute for Transport Studies, at the University of 
Leeds, is looking at how changes in parking policy may 
affect travel decisions by residents or visitors. 
We would be very grateful if you could help us by filling in 
the following questionnaire. It has been designed to be 
easily answered and most questions only require you to tick 
the appropriate box. 
A POST PAID ENVELOPE is provided for you to return the 
completed questionnaire at your earliest convenience. 
The information will be treated completely confidentially. 
Any queries should be directed to Mr.I.G.Turvey at the 
address below. 
POSTAGE IS FRFE. RETURNING THIS QUESTIONNA~RE 
WILL COST YOU NOTHING 
Thankyou, 
(June 1985) Prof. A.D.May 
INSTITUTE FOR TRANSPORT STUDIES 
THE UNIVERSITY OF LEEDS 
LEEDS LS2 9JT Tel: (0532) 431751 ext  721 5 
Diractmisnd Profa8sor of Transport Economics: K. M. Gwilliam 
Profes.or of Transpon Eneinesring: A. D. May 
What was the  main purpose o f  your journey? 
EDUCATION WORK SHOPPING SOCIAL RECREATION 
OTHER Please speci fy  ....................... 
.If t h i s  i s  a shopping jourriey, why have you chosen t o  shop 
i n  the cen t re  o f  Knaresborouqh? 
What was the  address where you s t a r t e d  your c a r  
journey? (The POSTCODE o r  s t r e e t  name w i l l  s u f f i c e ) .  
Why d i d  you choose t o  park a t  t h i s  l o c a t i o n  today? 
Spaces always a v a i l a b l e  
Good sur face 
Easy t o  d r i v e  t o  
Nearness t o  des t i na t i on (s )  
No Vandalism 
Other ..... 
Please Spec i fy  
.................... 
.................... 
For approximately how long have you been parked a t  t h i s  
loca t ion? 
Less than l 1  t o  30 31 minutes Over 1 Over 2 Greater  
10 minutes t o  1 hour hour & hours & than 
minutes up t o  up t o  4 hours  
2 hours 4 hours 
U 
How f requent ly  do you v i s i t  the centre o f  Knaresborough? 
More than More than About once Once o r  Occasion Never 
twice per  once per per  week twice per  -ally b e f o r e  
week week ~ - .  . month 
Havr you been a f f e c t e d  by day of t h e  week v a r i a t i o r l s  i n  
p a r k ~ n q  c o n d i t i o r i s  i n  t h e  c e n t r e  o f  Knaresborough ? 
......... 
I f  s o ,  how, i f  at. a l l ,  have you adap ted  t o  t.hem? 
t i aveyou  beyn a f f e c t e d  by se.2sonal changes i r r  p a r k ~ n g  
c o n d ~  t lolls in  t h e  c e n t r e  o f  Knaresborough ? 
........... 
I f  s o ,  how, i f  a t  a l l ,  have you adapted t o  them? 
@ Have you been a f f e c t e d  by changes  i n  pa rk ing  c o n d i t i o n s  i n  
t h e  c e n t r e  o f  Knaresborough over  t h e  l a s t  5 y e a r s  ? 
........ 
. I f  s o ,  how, i f  a t  a l l ,  have you adapted t o  them? 
I s  t h e r e  any c u r r e n t  pa rk ing  s p a c e  i n  t h e  c e n t r e  o f  
Knaresborough where you would p r e f e r  t o  park? 
= I f  yes ,  where is i t  and why do you not  park  t h e r e  a t  t h e  
moment? 
Including t h e  c o s t  o f  p e t r o 1 , o i l  e t c  , How much do you t h i n k  
i t  h a s  c o s t  you o r  your household t o  use  and park  t h e  c a r  
torfay 7 
I f  i t  h a s  n o t  c o s t  you o r  your household anything, p l e a s e  
writ r NIL.  
l I t k w  I v t l ~ i ~ t  i l  xol~ lc l  cust I x i c f :  as 
nructi t o  park at l  t i l r l I W I  woulil you have 
rfone today? 
! 1 ) Pay the  increased p r i c e  and attr.,nl!pt 1.0 park 
at the  same l o c a t i n r ~ .  
( 2 )  Search l o l~g t i r  for  a cheapar r;pcicr 0 
( 3 )  Park f u r t h e r  from the centre and walk 
( 4 )  Park furtllt:r frrlrr~ th?  cen t r r  a~rd catch a bus 
( 5 )  Change your means o f  t ransport  !bus, t r a i n  
e t c )  and s t ~ l l  v i s i t  Knaresborough centre. 
spec i f y  means o f  t ransport  ................ ... 
( 6 )  V i s i t  another centre by car n 
........................... .... spec i fy  centre U 
( 7 )  V i s i t  another cent re  and change your means o f  
t ranspor t  
spec i f y  centre ........................... ... 
... spec i f y  means o f  t ranspor t  ................ n 
............................ (8) Other ..please spec i fy . .  U 
Please l i s t  any op t ions  tha t  you would never consider.  
If you had know1 r n  advance tha t  t h i s  p a r t i c u l a r  l o c a t i o n  
would not be ava i l ab le  what would you have done today? 
n 
! 1 ) Search longer for another corivenient space U 
n 
( 2 )  Park further. front [.he centre and walk U 
1
( 3 )  Park furt-her from Lhe cent re  and catch a bus U 
( 4 )  Change your means o f  t ransport  and s t i l l  
v i s i t  Knaresborough centre 
speci fy  mearis o f  t ranspor t  
U 
................ ... 
( 5 )  V i s i t  another cer l t re by car  
spec i fy  cent re  ............................ . . .  
( 6 )  V i s i t  another cer i t r r  and change your means o f  
t ranpsort  
speci fy  centre ............................ ... 
................ ... spec i fy  means o f  t ranspor t  
( 7 )  Other 
please speci fy  U ... ............................ 
.Please l i s t  any opt ions tha t  you would never cot is ider .  
. 
[1111] 1 1  ,,II;IVCIC,:, l IIVCIIII~II~I~~I t.lic! c ( ? ~ i l  rt, CIV K ~ ~ : ~ ~ . f ~ ! : l ~ o r . o t ~ ~ l ! t  *II~I.I  1 1 )  
t i t ,  I !  . w l i : ~ l  w t ~ t r l c j  you cl117 
( 2 )  'ay the iricreased p r i c e  but seart:ll 1ollcit:r Tor 
a more roriveriient l oca t i on  
.................... . . .  spec i fy  l oca t i on  
( 3 j  Search fo r  a  noncentral  park inq  slxlrc3 wh i rh  
1s rhr-aprr and walk 
( 4 )  Search fo r  a  noncentral  park lnr j  !;p:#cr wh l rh  
i s  cheaper and catch a  bus 
( 5 )  . Change your. means o f  t ra r l spo r t  ilnd st 1 l 1  
v i s i t  Kriaresborough centre 
... spec i fy  means o f  t ransport  ........... 
(6 )  V i s i t  another cent re  by car 
... spec i fy  centre ....................... 
( 7 )  V i s i t  another cent re  and change your means o f  
t ranspor t  
... spec i fy  centre ........................ 
... specify means o f  t ranspor t  ............ 
(8) Other 
...p lease spec i fy  ............................. L 
m Please l i s t  any opt ions tha t  you would never consider .  
I f  there were t o  be a  major r e s t r i c t i o n  i n  pa rk ing  spaces 
throughout the  centre o f  Knaresborough what would you do? 
( 1 )  Search f o r  a  longer per iod  i n  an attempt t o  
f i r id  a  c e n t r a l  parkir iq space 
( 2 )  Park f u r t h e r  from the centre and walk 
C 
( 3 )  Park fu r ther  from the cen l re  arid ca tch  a  bus 
( 4 )  Charige your means o f  trar isport  arirl s t i l l  
v i s i t  Knaresboroirqh ueritrc' 
speci fy  me;lns o f  t r a ~ i s p o r t  C ... ............... 
( 5 )  V i s i t  another cent re  by car 
speci fy  centre C . . .  ............................ 
( 6 )  V i s l t  another cent re  and changr your means o f  
t ranpsor t  
............................ ... spec i f y  centre 
spec i f y  means o f  t ranspor t  
C 
................ ... 
(7) Other 
............................ ... p l q s e  speci fy  C 
.Please l i s t  ariy opt ions tha t  you would llever consider .  
Please mark or1 t.he map w i t h  a the p l s c e ( s )  that  you 
have v i s i Led  i n  Knaresborough t o d a y . ( l f  more than one p lace 
then please pot more than one * ) .  
(a )  Please mark on the map w i t h  @ S Lhc Fur thest  from -k 
that. you would ever r:orisider pa rk inq  when v i s i t  in() 
c4 (h) I i c lw  lonq dn y o t ~  t h i n k  that. i t  wcluld take you t c l  
walk thcb d i s t a ~ i c c  l-rom @ t o  * 
Up t o  5 6 t o  10 - 1 1  t o  15 Greater t h a r ~  
m~rw tes  minutes minutes 15 m i ~ i u t ~ s  
Current Status 
Work Work Housewife Student R e t i r e d  Unemployed 
f u l l  t ime p a r t  t ime 
Other ............................................... 
How many cars are there  i n  your household? ................. 
How many d r i v e r s  are there  i n  your household? .............. 
Should we wish t o  seek your views i n  a few months tune, are 
you w i l l i n g  t o  g i ve  your name and address/telephone number7 
If yes .... 
NAME .......................................................... 
ADDRESS ....................................................... 
....................................................... 
POSTCODE .............................................. 
TELEPHONE NUMBER .............................................. 
*** THANK YOU FOR YOUR T IME *** 

COMMENTS 
APPWDIX-6 (A) : --Tm '~SBc)ROUGl~SURVEY 
JUNE 1985 =PLY PAD WSTIONNAIRE 
VERSION (11) (300) 
What was the  main purpose o f  your jourrley? 
EDUCATION WORK SHOPPING SOCIAL RECREATION 
OTHER Please specl fy  ....................... 
H I f  t h i s  i s  a shoppi t~g jourriey, why have you chosen t o  shop 
i n  the cent re  o f  Knaresborough7 
What was the  address where you s t a r t e d  your c a r  
journey? (The POSTCODf or  s t r e e t  name w i l l  s u f f i c e ) .  
103( Why d i d  you choose t o  park  a t  t h i s  l o c a t i o n  today? 
Spaces always a v a i l a b l e  
Good sur face 
Easy t o  d r i v e  t o  
Nearness t o  d e s t i n a t i o n ( s 1  
No Vandalism 
Other ..... 
Please Specify 
.................... 
.................... 
For approximately how long have you been parked a t  t h i s  
loca t ion? 
Less than l 1  t o  30 31 minutes Over 1 Over 2 Greater 
10 minutes t o  1 hour hour & hours & than 
minutes up t o  up t o  4 hours 
How f requent ly  do you v i s i t  the  cent re  o f  Knaresborough? 
More than More than About once Once o r  Occasion Never 
twice per  once per per  week tw ice  per  - a l l y  be fore  
week week .-. . month 
KNARESBOROUGH SURVEYS 
SURVEY NUMBER 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
NUMBER 
PARKING DESTINATION SURVEY. 
The Institute for Transport Studies, at the University of 
Leeds, is looking at how changes in parking policy may 
affect travel decisions by residents or visitors. 
We would be very grateful if you could help us by filling in 
the following questionnaire. It has been designed to be 
easily answered and most questions only require you to tick 
the appropriate box. 
A POST PAID ENVELOPE is provided for you to return the 
completed questionnaire at your earliest convenience. 
The information will be treated completely confidentially. 
Any queries should be directed to Mr.I.G.Turvey at the 
address below. 
POSTAGE IS FREE. RETURNING THIS QUESTIONNAIRE 
WILL COST YOU NOTHING 
Thankyou, 
(June 1985) Prof. A.D.May 
INSTITUTE FOR TRANSPORT STUDIES 
THE UNIVERSITY OF LEEDS 
LEEDS LS2 9JT Tel: (0532) 431751 ext 721 5 
Director and Professor of Transport Economics: K. M. Gwilliam 
Professor of Trensport Engineering: A. D. May 
llavc! you been a f f e c t e d  by day o f  t h e  week v a r i a t i o r ~ s  in  
p a r k ~ n q  c o n d i t i o n s  in  t h e  c e n t r e  of Knaresborough ? 
......... 
I f  so,  how, i f  a t  a l l ,  have you adapted t o  them? 
Havr y o ~ i  hrr?n a f f e c t e d  by Seasonal  changes i n  pa rk ing  
condit i o f ~ s  i r i  t h e  cen t  r e  o f  Knaresborough ? 
........ 
. I f  so ,  how, i f  a t  a l l ,  have you adapted t o  them? 
1081 Have you been a f f e c t e d  by changes i n  pa rk ing  c o n d i t i o n s  i n  
t h e  c e n t r e  o f  Knaresborough over  t h e  l a s t  5 y e a r s  ? 
........ 
.If s o ,  how, i f  a t  a l l ,  have you adapted t o  them? 
I s  t h e r e  any c u r r e n t  p a r k i n g  s p a c e  i n  t h e  c e n t r e  of 
Knaresborough where you would p r e f e r  t o  park? 
. I F  yes, where is i t  and why do you n o t  park  t h e r e  a t  t h e  
moment? 
I n c l u d ~ n g  t h e  c o s t  o f  p e t r o 1 , o i l  e t c  , How much do you t h i n k  
~t has  c o s t  you o r  your household t o  use  and park  t h e  c a r  
today 7 
I f  i t  has  not  c o s t  you o r  your household a n y t h i n g ,  p l e a s e  
w r i t e  N I L .  
01 1 if you harl kriowri ill aclvaclcr? LI1; l I  il w r l l r l t l  1:or;t l wicc! ;Is m much t o  park ;at t h i s  I e r  l I W wr1111tl y o ~ l  havr 
dnrlr t oday? 
( 1 )  Pay t l ie lncreased p r i c e  arid ;jLten~(]t 1.0 park 
at Ltie same l o r c ~ t  inn. n 
( 2 )  Search longer fo r  a cheapor !;p;lcr 
! 3 )  Park fu r the r  from the centre and walk 
( 4 )  Park further. f r on~  t h r  cerr1.r~ arid cnlr:h s 1x1:; • 
( 5 )  Change your means o f  t r a n s ( ~ o r \  ( I ~ u s ,  t r a i n  
e t c )  and s t i l l  v i s i t  Knaresborour]h rerit.re. 
speci fy  means o f  t ransport  ........-........ 
U 
... 
( 6 )  V i s i t  another centre by car 
spec i fy  centre ........................... .... 
(7 )  V i s i t  another centre and change your means o f  
t ransport  
spec i fy  centre ........................... ... 
... spec i fy  means o f  t ranspor t  ................ 
( 8 )  Other ..please specify.. ............................ 
Please l i s t  any opt ions tha t  you would never consider.  
o n o  
Q12 I f  you had known i n  advance tha t  t h i s  particular l o c a t l o n  
would not be ava i lab le  what would you have done today? 
n 
( 1 )  Search longer f o r  another convenient space L.J 
n 
( 2 3  Park fu r the r  f r o n ~  the centre arid walk l-.l 
n 
(33 Park furt-her from the centre and ca tch  a bus L] 
( 4 )  Change your means o f  t ransport  arid s t i l l  
v i s i t  Knaresborough centre 
speci fy  meacis o f  t ransport  ................ ... 
( 5 )  V i s i t  another c e r ~ t r e  by car 
speci fy  centre ............................ ... 
( 6 )  V ~ s i t  ariother crntrc, and rhaciqe your nlrans o f  
t  ranp:;ort 
s p e c ~ f y  c ~ n t r e  ............................ ... 
................ ... speci fy  means o f  t rar ispor t  
( 7 )  Other 
please spec i fy  ............................ ... 
Please 11st any opt ions tha t  you would never consider.  
. 
I l )  l ;  t 1 i r f ? ; d  I l l 1 l l I ; l f  
I l l i s  1[1~:1Lior\ 
.. .-- 
' 2 )  Pay t h e  inc reased  p r i c e  but s e a r c h  lonqer  f o r  
a more corive~tient  l o c o t i o n  
......................... ... s p e c i f y  locat  inrr 
0 )  Search f o r  a noricerltral pa rk ing  space  which 
1s r.:hr!aper and walk 
((0 Search f o r  a noriuerltral p a r k i ~ l q  spac:r whir-h 
i s  cheaper and c a t c h  a bus  
( 5 )  Chatigt? your means of t r a n s p o r t  and st 111 
v i s i t  Knaresborough c e n t r e  
........ ..... ... s p e c i f y  means o f  t r a n s p o r t  .:. 
( 6 )  Visit ano ther  c e n t r e  by c a r  
s p e c i f y  c e n t r e  ... ............................ 
(7) Visit ano ther  c e n t r e  and change your means o f  
t r a n s p o r t  
... s p e c i f y  c e n t r e  ............................. 
... s p e c i f y  means of t r a n s p o r t  ................. 
( 8 )  Other 
.. .p l e a s e  s p e c i f y  ............................. 
€4 P l e a s e  l ist  any o p t i o n s  t h a t  you would never  c o n s i d e r  
I f  t h e r e  were t o  be a major r e s t r i c t i o n  i n  p a r k i n g  spaces  
throughout t h e  c e n t r e  o f  Knaresborough what would you do? 
( 1 )  Search f o r  a longer  p e r i o d  i n  an a t t empt  t o  
firid a c e n t r a l  pa rk ing  space  
( 2 )  Park f u r t h e r  from t h e  c e n t r e  and walk 
( 3 1  Park Fur the r  from th?  c e n t r e  and c a t c h  a bus  
( 4 )  Change your means of t r a n s p o r t  arid s t i l l  
v S t K~iaresborough c e n t r e  
... s p r ? c i  f y  means of--  t ranspor t  ..... ;. ........ 
( 5 )  V i s i t  ano ther  cr in t re  by c a r  
s p e c i f y  ce r i t r r  ... ............................ 
( 6 )  Visit arlothe~. cent r e  arid changr  your means o f  
t r a n p s o r t  
... s p e c i f y  c e n t r e  ......................... 
... s p e c i f y  means o f  t r a n s p o r t  ............. 
!7) Other  
... p l e a s e  s p e c i f y  ............................ 
. €4 P l e a s e  l i s t  any o p t i o n s  t h a t  you would [lever c o n s i d e r .  
f'i~.:):;~: {nark or1 ihca m;ip with  ;I * t l i 1 7  l)l:~c:trj:;i 1I1.!1 you 
Ii:rvt. v i s i t . ed  i r r  Kr~nrcsl)oroucjh t o d a y . (  I f  nlort. thsrr olrt! (>lncf'  
Lti t : r~ ()lr:as~? put more ttiar, one ) . 
. . 
(3) Please  mark on t h e  map a boundary l i n e  which enc loses  
a l l  t h e  f u r t h e s t  p o i n t s  from *#;t you would ever  
rot rs ider  pa rk ing  when v i s i t i n g  
M I t  l l r rw iorrg do you t h ~ n k  t h a t  i t  would t a k ~  you t o  
w ; ~ l k  t h r  d i s t a r w !  rrom the boundary t o  t(t . 
UP t o  S 6 t o  1 0  1 1  t o  15 G r e a t e r  thari 
rnirrutec; minutes  minute:; l 5  m ~ n i r t ~ s  
Current S t a t u s  
Work Work Housewife S tuden t  Ret i c e d  Unemployed 
f u l l  time p a r t  t ime 
Other ............................................... 
018 How many c a r s  a r e  t h e r e  i n  your household? ................. 
019 How many d r i v e r s  a r e  t h e r e  i n  your household? .............. 
420 Should we wish t o  s e e k  your views i n  a few months t i m e ,  a r e  
you w i l l i n g  t o  g i v e  your name and a d d r e s s / t e l e p h o n e  number? 
I f  yes .... 
NAME .......................................................... 
ADDRESS ....................................................... 
....................................................... 
POSTCODE .............................................. 
*** THANK YOU FOR YOUR T I M E  *** 


AFmNl31.x-6 f A) : - -TE-IE:~~SBORDUC6I-SUR~Y 
JONE: 1965 =PLY PAID QUESTIONNAIRE 
VERS1m (111) (203) 
KNARESBOROUGH SURVEYS 
SURVEY NUMBER 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
NUMBER 
PARKING DESTINATION SURVEY. 
The Institute for Transport Studies, at the University of 
Leeds, is looking at how changes in parking policy may 
affect travel decisions by residents or visitors. 
We would be very grateful if you could help us by filling in 
the following questionnaire. It has been designed to be 
easily answered and most questions only require you to tick 
the appropriate box. 
A POST PAID ENVELOPE is provided for you to return the 
completed questionnaire at your earliest convenience. 
The information will be treated completely confidentially. 
Any queries should be directed to Mr.I.G.Turvey at the 
address below. 
POSTAGE IS FREE. RETURNING THIS QUESTIONNAIRE 
WILL COST YOU NOTHING 
Thankyou, 
(June 1985) Prof. A.D.May 
INSTITUTE FOR TRANSPORT STUDIES 
THE UNIVERSITY OF LEEDS 
LEEDS LSZ 9JT Tel: (0532) 431751 e x t  7215 
Director and Profesnor of Trmnspon Economics: K. M. Gwilllam 
Profmosor of Trenspon Engineering: A. D. May 
What was the main purpose o f  your jourriey? 
EDUCATION WORK SHOPPING SOCIAL RECREATION 
OTHER ....................... Pleasr  spec i fy  
If t h i s  1s a shopp~riy ~c~u! . r i r~y,  why have you chosen t o  shop 
111 the cen t re  o f  Knaresboro~lgh? 
Q2 What was t h e  address where you s t a r t e d  your c a r  
journey? (The POSTCODE o r  s t ree t  name w i l l  s u f f i c e ) .  
Why d i d  you choose t o  park a t  t h i s  l o c a t i o n  today? 
Spaces always a v a i l a b l e  
Good surface 
Easy t o  d r i v e  t o  
Nearness t o  des t i na t i on (s1  
No Vandalism 
Other ..... 
Please Specify 
For approximately how long have you been parked a t  t h i s  
loca t ion? 
Less than l 1  t o  30 31 minutes Over l Over 2 Greater  
10 minutes t o  1 hour hour & hours & than 
minutes up t o  up t o  4 hours 
2 hours 4 hours 
How f requent ly  do you v i s i t  the  cent re  o f  Knaresborough? 
More than More than About orice Once or Occasion h'ever 
twice per once per  per  week twice per  - a l l y  b e f o r e  
week week .-. . month 
Have,you been a f f e c t e d  by day of t h e  week v a r i a t i o r r s  i n  
p a r k ~ n q  c o n d i t i o n s  i n  t h e  cerr t re  of Knaresborough ? 
......... 
I f  s o ,  how, i f  a t  a l l ,  have you adapted t o  them? 
Have you beer, a f f e c t e d  by s e a s o n a l  changes i n  p a r k i n g  
c o n d i t i o n s  i f >  t h e  c e n t r e  o f  Knaresborouqh ? 
............ 
. If  s o ,  how, i f  a t  a l l ,  have you adapted t o  them? 
Have you been a f f e c t e d  by changes  i n  pa rk ing  c o n d i t i o n s  i n  
t h e  c e n t r e  o f  Knaresborough o v e r  t h e  l a s t  5 y e a r s  ? 
........ 
.If s o ,  how, i f  a t  a l l ,  have you adapted t o  them? 
I s  t h e r e  any c u r r e n t  p a r k i n g  s p a c e  i n  t h e  c e n t r e  o f  
Knaresborouqh where you would p r e f e r  t o  park? 
.If y e s ,  where is i t  and why do you not  park  t h e r e  a t  t h e  
moment? 
Q10 Inc lud ing  t h e  c o s t  o f  p e t r o 1 , o i l  e t c  , How much do you t h i n k  
i t  h a s  c o s t  you o r  your household t o  use  and park t h e  c a r  
today ? 
I f  i t  has  n o t  c o s t  you o r  your household a n y t h i n g ,  p l e a s e  
w r i t e  NIL.. 
I f  ~ ( I L I  ll;+d kr~owrr i r ~  atlv;iricr that i t  woul(l r:or;t i w l r l l .  i t ! ;  
r . t  I r k  at t h i s  ioca t io r i  toclay,what woultl y o l ~  tinv~' 
doric. t  odsy? 
V i s i t  a~lotht t r  cer i t re  and charige your means; of  
tr:insport 
spcc i f y  cent re  ... ........................... 
... spec i f y  means o f  t ranspor t  ................ 
V i s i t  ariother cent re  by r a r  
spec i fy  centre ........................... . . .  
Change your means o f  t ranspor t  (bus, t r a i l ?  
e t c )  and s t i l l  v i s i t  Knaresborough centre.  
spec i fy  m6atis o f  t r a n s p o r t . .  - . . .  .............. 
Park f u r t h e r  from the cent re  and ca tch  a bus n 
Park f u r t h e r  from the cent re  and walk U 
I 
Search longer f o r  a cheaper space 
Pay the  increased p r i c e  and attempt t o  park 
a t  the same loca t i on .  
r 
Other..please s p e c i f y  .............................. L 
Please l i s t  any op t ions  tha t  you would never consider .  
If you had known i n  advance t h a t  t h i s  p a r t i c u l a r  l o c a t i o n  
would not be ava i l ab le  what would you have done today? 
( 1 )  V i s i t  another cent re  and change your means o f  
t ranpsort 
speci fy  cent re  
spec i fy  means o f  t ranspor t  
... ............................ 
C 
... ................ 
7 
( 2 )  V i s i t  ariother cen t re  by car 
spec i fy  cent re  
L 
... ............................ 
( 3 )  Change your means o f  t ranspor t  and s t i l l  
v i s i t  Knaresborough cent re  
spec i fy  means o f  t ranspor t  
C 
... ................ 
r- 
( 4 )  Park fu r the r  from the  cent re  and ca tch  a bus L 
r 
( 5 )  Park fu r the r  from the cent re  and walk L 
r 
( 6 )  Search longer f o r  another convenient space L 
( 7 )  Other 
... please3p.ecify ............................ C 
.Please l i s t  any opt ions tha t  you would never consider .  
i f .  l l l ~ ;  t tir11ucjIi1111t t1i1, 1:1!11t 1.1% o f  K I I I I : ; ~ I I I I - I I I I ~ ~  wI!rI. L 0  
t ~iot~l , l r r l  , wliat. wor~ltl o  (l117 
( 1 ) Vis i t  a ~ ~ o t h r t r  r : t?r~t  rt- : r ~ i r l  r . l i ; ~ i ~ l l r .  your r ~ t ~ ' : ~ r i : ;  of '  
t roi1i;port 
............................. ... s p e c i f y  cer i l re  
. . s p e c i f y  mearis o f  t rarisport 
n 
................. . 
( 2 )  V i s i i  a n o t h e r  cc?ritrcl by c a r  
spec:.i.fy ce r i t r e  ............................ ... 
( 3  j Charige your means nf t r;rnr;l~orl ;!rid r;t I I I 
v i s i t  Knaresburnugti cent  rr' 
s p e c i f y  nleans o f  t r a ~ ~ s p o r l  ... ................ 
( 4 )  Search f o r  a  no l i c rn t ra l  p a r k ~ r i q  spacc  which 
1s cheaper and c a t r h  a  bus 
( 5 )  Search f o r  a  noricentral  pa rk ing  s p a c r  which 
is cheaper  and walk 
( 6 )  Pay t h e  i n c r e a s e d  p r i c e  but s e a r c h  longer  f o r  
a  more convenient l o c a t i o n  
s p e c i f y  l o c a t i o n  ... ......................... 
(7)  Pay t h e  i n c r e a s e d  p r i c e  but st i l l  park a t  
t h i s  l o c a t i o n  
(8 )  Other 
............................. . . .p l e a s e  s p e c i f y  
.Please  list any o p t i o n s  t h a t  you would never c o n s i d e r .  I 
I f  t h e r e  were t o  be  a  major r e s t r i c t i o n  i n  p a r k i n g  s p a c e s  
throughout t h e  c e n t r e  o f  Knaresborough what would,you do? I 
( 1 )  Visit a n o t h e r  c e n t r e  and change your means o f  
t ranpsor t  
s o e c i f y  c e n t r e  ............................ ... 
... s p e c i f y  means o f  t r a n s p o r t  ................ 
n I
( 2 )  V i s i t  ano ther  c e n t r e  by c a r  
... s p e c i f y  c e n t r e  ............................ 
( 3 )  Charige your means o f  t r a n s p o r t  and s t i l l  
v i s i t  Knaresborough c e n t r e  
s p e c i f y  means o f  t r a r i spor t  ... ............... 
( 4 )  Park f u r t h e r  from t h e  c e n t r e  and c a t c h  a  bus  0 
-7 
(5) Park f u r t h e r  from t h e  c e n t r e  and walk UI 
( 6 )  Search f o r  a  longer  p e r i o d  i n  an a t t e m p t  t o  
f i n d  a  c e n t r a l  p a r k i n g  space  
( 7 )  Other -. . 
... p l e a s e  s p e c i f y  ............................ 
 pleas^: l i s t  any o p t i o n s . t h a t  you would never  c o n s i d e r .  
141 
Plr.3sc. mark or1 C l i c  n(;111 w l l h  a .k l l 11,:11 you 
have v l s i t e d  i n  Kr~drrsl)orour~h tod;~y. ( l f n~orc. than o~lr. p lncr  
then please put more ihan one * ) . 
( a t  Please mark on the map a boundary l i n e  which encloses 
a l l  the fu r thes t  p o i n t s  from t you would ever 
consider park ing  when v i s i t i n g  
a ' b :  Hcrw long do you t h ~ n k  i l r a l  i t  wotrld takra y o u  t o  
walk the dkstariciz f ronl t h e  boundary t o  . 
Up t o  5 5 t o  l 0  l 1  to  1 5 ~  Greater th;lri 
miriutes miriutes mintrtes 1 5  minutes 
Current Status 
Work Work Housewife Student Re t i red  Unemployed 
f u l l  time par t  t ime 
Other ................................................ 
How many cars are there i n  your household? ................. 
Q19 How many d r i v e r s  are there  i n  your household? .............. 
020 Should we wish t o  seek your views i n  a few months t ime, a re  
you w i l l i n g  t o  g ive your name and address/telephone number? 
I f  yes.. .. 
NAME .......................................................... 
ADDRESS ....................................................... 
....................................................... 
POSTCODE .............................................. 
TELEPHONE NUMBER .............................................. 
*** THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME *** 

COMMENTS 
APFNDIX-6 f B) I ' - T H E - w S B W M - m I S T ^ S U R W Y  
AUGUST 1985 lmTEXWEW 
INSTITUTE FOR TRANSPORT STUDIES 
THE UNIVERSITY OF LEEDS 
LEEDS LS2 9JT Tel: (0532) 431751 ext  7 2  1's 
my......................... day. 
......................... . 10 185. 
......... TIME............... . h .  ( 2 4  HOW? CLKK) 
............. ~ V I m  W. .~ .Jul  i a n  I a n  
Y o r k  Conyrqham 
PARKING IaXTION.. .  ......... P l a c e  Hall 
O f f  Street O f f  Street 
PARRING T Y P E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  pay Free 
SEX (F DRIVER.. ............. Male Female 
NLPllBER CF CAR (XXXJP-..... l 2 3 4 5 6 > 5  
THE 1I.ISTITUTE FOR TltrrN,SFORT STUDIES AT THE THEdlY13SITY OF 
L E E E  IS CURREWLY COliDUCTING RESEARCH INK) T I E  INFLUEICES 
TIWT W F W ~  n~ ~ C I S I I ~ N  m PARK RT A PARTICLXAR LDCATION 
WHEN VISITING A FACILITY. TN PPWPICUIAR IJE WTSH 'IY) SEEK TXE 
VTJIL'dS !F WURTS'IS 'TCI 7°K \RE*. 
-AR! Y3U A RESTDENY IN OR 'POURIS'L' T3 K!<r\RESHCR!X!3!? R T 
( I F  RESIDENT: "THklJlCfOlJ". .... .exit from q u e s t i o n n a i r e .  
I F  'POURIST : c o n  t inu? ........ I 
1. HAVE YOU EVER VTSI'PED KIJARFSHOROUGH BEFORE TODh'l? 
NEVER 1 2 3 4 >4  
- 2. WIlY H4VE MU CHCGEN Tc) SPECIFICALLY VISIT I(NARESHOR0UGH TODAY? 
X a r x1 
3. WHY mVE YOU CHBEN TO PARK AT THIS  PARTICULAR LOCATION TOaRY? 
4. HAW M U  PLANNED YOUR TRIP  TO AND AROUND KNARESBCUOUCZ1 TODAY? 
- For example by r e f e r e n c e  t o  t o u r i s t  in format ion ,  street 
....... p l a n s  etc.. P l e a s ?  s p c i f y . .  
5. HCW FAR I N  T E m  OF NALK TIME ARE YOU WILLING 2U PARK FROY 
THE FACILITIES 1W\T M U  WISH TO V I S I T  I N  KNARESBOROUQ1? 
..................................................... Minutes. 
6. WHAT WCULD M U  HAVE CONE I F  CHARGES AT THIS SITE EAD BEEN 
COUBLED? 
7. WEAT WOULD MU HAVE mm IF A SPACE WAS m AVAIIABLE AT THIS 
SITE? 
8. WHAT WOULD M U  HAVE CONE I F  RqCREplSED CHARGES R4 KNARESBOROUQl 
WERE INTRODUCED AT ALL ZAR PARKS AT ALL TIMES? 
9. WWiT WCULD M3U WE CONE IF T13ERE WAS A MAJOR RESTRICTT.Otx! OF 
PARKING SPAC!S TIIWiJCilOrJF XN\ RI:Sfir)R91 IQ1? 
........... ... 1 0 . S n m S  ( s u p l ~ l j r c a c d )  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
( I f  7 then  s p e c i f y  .....) 
11. AGE.. .... (supply card) ........... 1 2 3 4 5 
.a i %4 
r 
* ' 
